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Wire Report

Schultz Will
Talk About

Security Guard Charged in Brink's-Mat Gold Heist
LONDON -Scotland Yard,
suspecting an inside job, charged a
guard Tuesday with the $39.5 million gold heist from his firm's tightly
secured warehouse inane of the biggest robberies of all time.
The guard, Anthony John Black,
31 , was ordered helcl without bail for
three days in a magistrate's court
appearance.
Black was charged with "being
concerned with others" in robbing
the Brink's-Mat security company
of three tons of gold and small quantities of plutinum, diamonds and
travelers checks worth $39.5 million.
Police sources, saying the robbery most likely was an inside job,
said Black was one of six guards on
duty in the wareho.use when the raid
took place Nov. 26.
He was arrested by Scotland
Yard's serious crimes souad on the
weekend.
•
Insurance brokers have already
paid out the major part of the insurance claim on the loss. It was the
equivalent in insurance terms of the
sinking of a s11pertanker, one insurance broker said.
The insurers have offered a $3

million reward for information leading to recovery of the stolen gold and
arrest of the robbers.
The gold, 6,800 ingots weighing
up to four pounds each, were stolen
from the Brink's-Mat top security
wnrchouse near Heathrow Airport.
As many as six masked men
evaded sophisticated electronic
ala,nns, security cameras ~nd locks
to get into the unmarked steel-andbrick warehouse on the Heathrow
industrial park, some 15 miles west

Bus Bomb Kills Four

United Press International

of London,
Brandishing ha,ndguns and with
their faces masked by woolen helmets., the thieves overpowered and
hancuffed six security guards who
had just come on duty.
Tney ripped one man's uniform
and doused him in gasoline, threatening to burn him alive if he did
not cooperate. Another guard was
pistol-whipped.
Nobody saw the raiders come, no·
body for certain saw them go. The

security guards said they never saw
the thieves' faces or their getaway
vehide.
The exact number of raiders was
never fixed, since the guards said
they never saw more than three at a
time.
Police were interviewing several
other suspects, but Scotland Yard
would not say if they included other
employees of Brink's-Mat, I 0 percent of which is owned by the U.S.
security firm Brink's.

.,Core Issues'
BONN, West Germat1YSecretary of State George Shultz
arrived Tuesday on the first stop
of an 8-day trip to Europe and
North Africa to confer with
NATO alli.es on disarmame.nt
talks and other security issues.
Shultz, who will also visit Belgium, Tunisia, Morocco and PortiJgal, planned to meet West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
and Foreign Minister HansDietrich Genscher. SovietWestern relations was to be the
main item of discussion, diplomatic sources said.
A senior American official
told reporters Shultz would discuss "core security issues" that
include ways to maintain the dia·
Iogue with the Soviet Union despite its withdrawal from the
medium-range nuclear arms talks
in Geneva last month.
A Bonn diplomatic source said
the Soviets should be shown that
the West does not consider their
walkout final and is sincere about
disarmament.

Rebels Claim Shooting U.S. Helicopter
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - Leftist guerrillas
said Tuesday they shot at and hit aU .S. Arn1y !)eli copter
on a reconnaisance mission over a POW camp in northeastern Morazan province.
A broadcast on rebel Radio Venceremos claimed a
U.S. Army helicopter flew over the Morazan town of
Torola from Honduras, where some 3,500 American
troops arc stationed.
"Our anti-aircraft fire targeted the North American
helicopter, forcing it to go up and withdraw in the
direction of Honduran territory," Venceremos said.
The radio station claimed the "heavy helicopter of
the North American army" passed over the rebeloccupied town of Torola, 66 miles northeast of San
Salvador, at 8:30 a.m. Monday.

"The mission of the helicopter was clearly of rcconnaisance of the territory, to learn about the town of
Torola and its highlands," Venceremos said.
Torola, located in a rugged mountain region just three
miles inside the border with Honduras, is used as a
POW camp for captured government troops and has
been the target ofpast air raids that have "left 17
prisoners wounded and two dead," Vcnceremos said,
A U.S. Embassy spokesman in San Salvador said he
had no comment on the rebel claim except to deny that
any of two U.S. helicopters assigned to the embassy's
Defense Attache's Office were involved.
In Tegucigalpa, Honduras, a U.S. Embassy spokesman said he had no immediate comment and that the
rebel claim would be investigated.
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We now offer beer
on top 12oz. S.75

.8q ofI

SUD COMBO MEAL

A

(H
. oppy Hour does nor apply)

~ ...

1\egulorslze sub lnc!udes: cooked salami, spiced hom, American cheese, fully garnished.
Fries, 16oz. Soft Dnnl1 or 12oz. Coors on top. $3.95 value for only ~2.50 with coupon.

HAPPY HOUR· Dec. 7. 8. 9

2·5PM

2 for 1 top beer With food purchase only (store low).
Offer expires Dec. 9, 1983
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Stretch Jeans
ashion Striped Jeans
I..L.JLg Warmers
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$12.99 .oo 0 1
I
17.99 .3 A. I
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1.99 "o ol

offer expires 12-17-83
California Fashions 2324 Central SE
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Buy any Hero Sandwich .801
.3 a.•
get the second one
>-:::»'
1
for /2 price.
·o 0 I
0
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coupon expires January 31st, 1984
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LARGE PIZZA
$.50 Off on a
Medium Pizza
expires Dec. 30th
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14 lb. hamburger,
french fries, med. Coke

$1.75
offer expires 12-24-83
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SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) -The shuttle Columbia,
shaking and groaning from hours of
bakingat214degrecsinthesun, was
cleared Tuesday for a bonus lOth
day in orbit, with landing now set for
Thursday morning in California.
Scientist-astronauts Owen Garriot!, Robert Parker, Ulf Merbold
and Byron Lichtenberg took advantage of the extra day added to the
mission by conducting a variety of
experimcnts when they normally
would have been stowing a,way
equipment.
Scientists at mission control, their
excitement growing as more data
streamed down from Spacelab, re·
ported additional findings as Columbia passed the eight-day shuttle
endurance record it set in 1982.
Rudolph von Baumgarten,· of
Gutenberg University in .Mainz,
WestGennany, said results from his
inner ear experiment will force doctors to rewrite textbooks. He said
tests on Merbold showed that a vestibular response theory dating back
to 1906 is tto longer valid.
Mission commander John Young
and co-pilot Brewster Shaw were itt
Columbia's cabin when Guy Gardner in mission control reported that
project officials had confirmed last
weekend's decision to bypass the
original landing day, today, and
have Columbia land at 10:58 a.m."
EST Thursday at Edwards Air Force
Base.
•'The weather at Edwards is look·
ing good for both Thursday and Fri·
day," Gardner said.
"Terrific!'' exclaimed Young,
who has been in space five times
before.
As ii turned out, the weather at the

expected to be bad today, meaning
the astronauts probably would have
had to extend their mission anyway.
Columbia was roasted for seven
hours in the top-to-sun attitude
Tuesday. This was part of engineering tests to see how the 23-foot-long
Space lab and the ,( 8-foot tunnel
linking it with Columbia's cabin responded to high temperatures.
Engineers measured temperatures
upto214degreesonSpacelab'soutside instrument pallet, according to
NASA spokesman John Hammersmith.
The ship's orbit is keeping the
shuttle in sunlight constantly for the
rest of the flight. Normally, Col·
umbia changes positions in relation
to the sun to keep heat from building
up in one area.
"This ol' Columbia, she. doesn't
really care much for the hot test,"
Young said. "She shook and
gtoaned and (there was a)
tremendous jolt (in) every part of the
vehicle, from the tunnel, from the
nose to the sides ~ kind of like a
ship working in heavy seas." . ·
Flight director Larry Bourgeois
said more noises were reported after
Columbia's topside was tllrned
away from the sun to cool. He .said
the phenomena apparently were produced by expansion in heat and contraction in cold.
"Every time we stress it lhennaily we're getting these noises," he
said. "There's nothing wrong with
the vehicle, Everything looks tine."
The Spacelab-to·sun attitude delighted scientists whose instruments
were designed to study the sun.
Other researchers on the ground
were concerned the high tempera·
tures would damage their Space lab
, •M~~t.O!ls.~ttt ..a.ir .t~r&t,. ~elltet~W3S,. equip.uent....................· .••••.•.•.••.•

Cartoons by
Albuqu~rque's Award

Winning
Political Cartoonist

A unique Christmas Gift for
those you love-·
while there's still time!
Available soon at most bookstores.

Booksigning by the author
Sat. Dec. 10
10-12:30
Salt of the Earth Bookstore
111
SE

Beat The Christmas Rush

general
store
111 Harvard SE

8117 Menaul NE

(across from UNM)

Shuttle Gets Extra Day,
Sets Endurance Record
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JERUSALEM (~PI) --;A terrorist bomb blew the roof off a crowded city
bus Tuesday, hurlmg bodtes, metal and glass through the air, killing four
people and wounding 43 in the worst Palestinian attack in Jerusalem in fi.ve
years.
In the northern Lebanese port of Tripoli, the Palestine Liberation Organizationclaimed responsibility for the blast, saying one of .its guerrilla units
planted the bomb aboard a "military bus."
·
Prim~ Minister Yitzhak Shamir issued a statement vowing ''the perpetrators of thts wicked attack will not remain unpunished" and said Israell
security services were searching for those responsible for the attack.
In the past, the Israeli army has retaliated swiftly for such attacks. On
Saturday, Israeli planes bombed Palestinian targets in Lebanon in response to
an attack that killed one of its soldiers in southern Lebanon.
In Beirut, U.S, Marines hammered Moslem militiamen with tank fire and
Dragon missiles to silence a machinegun attack on their position at the
capital's airport. No Marine casualties were reported in the clash.
The Jerusalem bomb was planted under a seat in the middle. of a No. 18
civilian passenger bus, whose route runs through the heart of Jewish West
Jerusalem,
The explosion occurred at the beginning of the noon rush hour, when many
Israeli office workers .and shop owners return home for lunch and children are
released from school.
It flung bodies, limbs, wreckage and splintered glass across the broad,
tree-lined Herzl Boulevard, turning one of city's main thoroughfares into an
avenue of blood,
Police said the tour dead were two girls, 14 and 15 years old, a65-ycar-old
man and a 35-year-old man. At least 10 schoolchildren were among the 43
injured.
''There was a baby's bloodstained pacif.ier on the street,'' said. one shaken
rescue worker. "It was a horrible scene."
"There were three bodies on the opposite side of the road - they were
blown there - and another one ncar the bus," another rescuer said.
A spokesman for Shaare Zedek Hospital, less than 400 yards from the
scene of the explosion, s;~id about half the 37 victims treated there suffered
severe burns.
The explosion flung the roof of the bus about 100 yards from the vehicle.
The sides of the bus were also ripped apart and the acrid smell of burning
rubber hung in the air.
"All of a sudden, I didn't know what happened. I wasn't aware of an
explosion- just blackness," said passenger Elma Bernstein, 77, recover·
ing from flesh wounds and shock at Shaare Tzedek' s emergency room.
Bombs are often found on buses by passengers, who arc reminded on
television and radio to be alert for suspicious packages. Tuesday's bombing
was the first successful such attack in Jerusalem since June 2, 1978, when six
people died and 19 were wounded.
It came one day after a bloody car bomb in Beirut killed 14 people and
wounded 83 others. A shadowy group trying to get all foreigners out of
Lebanon ch1imed responsibility for the blast.
Tuesday's machine-gun fire on the U.S. Marines In Beirut was the first
attack on the American peace-keeping base since eight U.S. troops were
killed Sunday during a three-hour battle with Moslem militias.
That attack came in apparent retaliation for aU .S, air strike against Syrian
positions in Lebanon in which two American attack jets were shot down. One
airman was killed and the other was captured by Syria.
Syria said the raids had put their countries "in a state of war.''
Syrian forces shot down an Israeli drone over eastern Lebano.n. Damascus
said it destroyed a second pilotless spy plane flying over southern Syria but
Israel denied the claim.
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403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe
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-----Editorial---
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What We Can Give
It is an unfort~nate paradox that Christmas, for many people,
~eems to e~ph?s1ze Wh<itwe don't have rather than what we do At a
t1me that h1ston~ally commemorates the birth of a new hope fo'r the
world, we may f1nd. ou~se/1-:es despairing of all that we Jack. ·
A sense of d~pnvat10n 1s capit<:~lized upon by marketing firms
everywhere. The!r most rec~nt coup has been with the highly·hyped
Cabbage Patch K1d dolls, wh1ch have magically been instilled with the
power to make or doom any child's Christmas by virtue of its presence or absence under the tree.
A~vertisers.in~nda~e us wi~h suggestions (read ''directives") for
the perfect 91ft, Which, luckilY for us, is sale-priced for little more
than the downpaym,ent on a home in the Four Hills area. Then, of
co.urse, ~e are sU~Jected to those homey commercials depicting
huge fam1ly gathenngs at which the uncles never get drunk children
never scream and everyone is generally congenial beyond belief_ a
far cry from our less-than-perfect families .
. We ?II know that those glossy ads are selling us nothing more than
una!t~mable fantasy, and yet the sense of diss<:~tisfaction- with our
famli.1es, our bank accounts, etc.- they are capable of generating is
considerably destructive.
·
But the point of Ch.ristmas is in the giving, and how can we give
unless we haye a feeiln~ of abundance worth sharing? And contrary
t~ the ~ervas1ve sales p1tches, most of us have more than enough to
g!ve Wlt~out spendin~ a dime. If we think of what we do have to
g1ve -_lime to a shut~1n, a home-cooked meal to someone spending
the h~l1days alone, a little human warmth to just about anyone -we
may f1nd wealth we never thought we possessed.
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-----Opinion------Letters-- Dickens' Ghosts Haunt UNM

·Anxiety Legitimate
Editor:
Edwin M. Yoder Jr. (DaiiV Lobo Nov. 28) gives the impression that

t~e Europ':an_ Peace Movement co.nsists of well-meaning but emo-

!lo.nal and 111-anformed people who are "vulnerable" to Soviet pro.paganda. He cl.aims that the "facts" oft he matter should persuade us to
welc~me cru1se an~ Pershing 2 missiles with open arms. But Jet us
examtne so.me of h1s claims.
• · • Yoder flippantly no.tes that the Pershing 2 is a "firecracker"
compared to the SS-20. But the po.int is misleading. Only 108 o.f the
pro.po.s~d depl~yment of 572 missiles are Pershing 2s. The remaining
are cru1se m1S~1les which have four warheads with a to.tal explosive
P_owerof200 kilotons. (SS-20s havethreewarheads amo.unting to 150
k1lotons.)
• ·: Byfa~the most ridiculous bit ofmisinformaiion Yoder perpetu·
?tes IS the VIe~ that the deplo.ymentofcrulse and Pershing 2 missiles
IS not provocative and thatthese are not first-strike weapons. With an
accuracy o.f 60 fee! a~d a ~illing probability o.f99 percent, Pershing 2 is
able to destroy miSSile Sllo.s and co.ntro.l centers. They can be equipped to reach ~osco':"vyithin six minutes from the Federal Republic of
Germany. Cru1s~ m1sslies are slower, but fly beneath radar and are
cap~ble of surpnse attack. These features are totally unnecessary to.
ac.hi~Ve ~eterr~nc.e; they are useful only if one intends to destroy
miSSiles m their s1los.
No E.ur?pean !!OV~rnment has any control o.ver the firing of these
ne~. m1~~1les. Th1s !!'~es Europeans a legitimate cause fo.r fear. Bar~ammg fro.m a posJtl_on of strength" has clearly not wo.rked.lnstead
It ~a~ result~d. o~Jy an a further increase in the nuclear stockpil~
brmgm!! anmh1lat1o.n nearer. In the face of such stubborn idiocy, the
only rat1o.nal co.urse for concerned Europeans is to jo.in the Pea
Movement.
ce
Martin Meyer, Federal Republic o.f Germany
Europeans at UNM

"Sir," said Bob Faculty
"Could I possibly ask for a small
raise? It's become frightfully difficult to make ends meet these
days, especially considering the
problems I've been having with
Tiny Student."
"Bahl Humbug!" replied
Ebeneezer Jaramillo. "Regents
~nterprises can't afford to give
1ts money away. We have an important building program to finance, so don't bother me with
this nonsense."
Co.wed and frightened but remaining professional, Bo.b Faculty thanked Mr. Jaramillo for his
consideratio.n and went o.ff to his
po.o.r little house to tell Tiny Student the bad news. There would
be no new course offerings this
year.
That night, as Ebeneezer Jaramillo. lay asleep in his huge bed
in his magnificent mansion, h~
was suddenly awakened by a
mysterious visitor in his bedroo.m.
"Who. areyo.u?" he cried out in
fright.
"I am Popejoy, the ghost of
UNM past," said the figure. "I am
co.me to take yo.u o.n a jo.urney."
Suddenly the bedroo.m disappeared, and Ebeneezer fo.und
himself standing in a busy hall
filled with young men and
women exchanging ideas. And
there was Bob Faculty, loo.king

healthy and lecturing with great
animation to. a group of smiling
intelligent faces.
'
Ebeneezer noticed that the
ghost was pointing to a young
man busily making a list o.f
co.urses from the catalog. "Why,
that's mel" he said.
''That is the way it was,
Ebeneezer Jaramillo," said the
ghost, and disappeared.

"VIEW FROM
THE BOTTOM"
by

Rick Berthold

Suddenly Ebeneezer was
standing o..utside the building.
Next to. h1m was a different
shro.uded figure, who.se pudgy
face. turned to smile at him, "I am
Dav1s, the ghost of UNM present," he said. "Behold."
Ebeneezer turned and saw
standing in front o.f the building'
Bob Faculty and Tiny Student:
B~b was .gaunt and pale, and
Tmy was m tears.
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Croft: American Electrician's Handbook, 10 ED
Kaufman: Handbook of Electronics Calculations
Kurtz: Lineman's and Cableman's Handbook, 6 ED
Williams: Designer's Handbook of Integrated Circuits

was."

He lay back. "It must have
been so.mething I ate," he said,
and Went back to. sleep.

DeChiara: Handbook of Architectural Details for commercial
Buildings
Ref. Int., Ltd.: Handbook of Architectural Technology
Sale Ends 1·31·84
..
.

QUANTITY LIMITED
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ARCHITECTURE

The f.!e~ Mexico Daily Lt;'bo Is published Monday 'througfl Friday eVery re·gulat weak oi the
Uillve_r~nty year, weekly dunn~ ~~~sed and finals weeks and WtJekly during the summersessloii

_Edftor .__._. •. • ................. " Stacy Green

LIST

ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTERS

No. 74

Le_ttetffSUbmJ•slon ~olicy: Letters to the editor must be typed, double-spaced and no more
than 300 .words, _AU malfed-ln_l~tters fl!Ust be signed by the author ifnd include address. Bnd
telephon~ ~umber. No name_a Will be Withheld, The Daily t.Obo does not I:JUar.eintee publication
and Will ed1t letters for lengtH nnd libelous t.:onterlt.

SALE: 53.50

Baumeister: Mark's Standard Handbook for Mechanical
Engineers, 8 ED
Brater: Handbook of Hydraulics, 6 ED
Chow: Handbook of Applied Hydrology, 3 ED
Oaylord: Structural Engineering Handbook, 2nd ED
Hicks: standard Handbook of Engineering Calculations
Kong: Handbook of Structural Concrete
Merritt: Building Design and construction Handbook, 4 ED
Merritt: Standard Handbook for Civil Engineers, 3 ED
Perry: Chemical Engineer's Handbook, 5 ED
Ratay: Handbook of Temporary Structures in Construction
Urquhart: Civil Engineering Handbook, 4 ED

381400

by the_Board of Student Publ1e&t1ons of the University of New Mexico·. SubscriptiOn rate is
per academic veor. Second class p~sta_ge paid at Albuquerqoe 1 New Mexico 87131.
The opinions _expressed on the ed1tor1al pages of the NBW Mexico Dally Lobo are those of th
~uth~r solely, Unslgne~ opl~lon is that of !he_ editor and reflects the' editorial policy of tlie pape:
1
ut oes not necassanly reptesent the •Jiews of tlie members of the -Dally Lobo- staff.

SALE: 58.00

Sybil P. Parker, ED
3rd Edition
List Price: 70.00

ENCINEERINC AND CONSTRUCTION

"But I can't afford the new
higher student fees," cried Tiny
Student. "Whatever will I do?"
"You'll have to leave, and so
will I," replied Bob Faculty.
Ebeneezerturned to the ghost.
"Can't we help them?"
The ghost sho.ok his head.
"This is the way it is/' And he
too, disappeared.
'
Ebeneezer no.w found himself
standln'g amidst miles o.f beautiful new buildings. There were
classrooms, gymnasia, laboratories and, in the distance
athletic teams at practice in bril:
liant unifo.rms. But Bo.b Faculty
and Tiny Student were nowhere
to be seen.
He turned to the dark, faceless
figure beside him. "Then you
must be •.. Pero.vich, the ghost
o.f UNM future?" The figure
nodded.
"Is this the way it is to be,
then? Are Bob Faculty and Tiny
Student , .. 7" cried Ebeneezer.
The figure no.dded again. "Nol
No.! It must not be!" screamed
Ebeneezer.
Suddenly, he was in his bed
again, screaming, "No.! No.1 No.I"
He stopped yelling and loo.ked at
the familiar surroundings.
"What a frightening dream that

_--'CD=--=··a=ily Lobo
~

Sybil P. Parker, ED
List Price: 59.50

SALE: 63.00

NEW MEXico-~-----------

Vol. 88

Sybil P. Parker, ED
List Price: 64.50

HOUFis:

Mall & Phone Orders

MON.•FRI. s:00-5:30
SAT. &:30•4:30

Welcome.

HOLMA~'S~

401 WYOMING NE
QualitY products for the World of ALBUCIUERGUE 1 N.M. 8'7123
Science, Engineering &Business.
1!50!5 • 281!5·'7BB1

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

,;'
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Maxwell Mu~;~eum of AJ1~hropetlogy will pr~sr:nt a

universal travel service
\\'E ISSUE TICKETS FOH ALL
~1 AIHIJNES
~~

#
~ ct--

on 1'Sov!et·AmeritaiJ. Siberi~JJ Exped)ti(m," a
discussion of the johlt scienUf1o; expedltiQn In 1976 by
archaeologist Or. John Martin Campbell, at 8 p.m. In
tl1e Maxwell Mllseum East Gallery. M~>re Information
is available at 2?1~4404.
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No Charge for

0
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Our Services

Nar!:!otlcs Anonymous will hold Its "Natural
High" group mec;tlng at 8 p.m. Thursdays at St.
Thomas of CanterburY, 425 l..inl\'crsity N.E. Open to
the public,

J

s

Today's Events

LOCATED AT RICHMOND & CENTRAL
3019 Central NE

Baplbl Student Uplon -serves bome-·r.ookcd me!ils
at noon every W~;dn~sdi!,Y a~401 Univcrslt)' N.E. Co~t
is $1. More lnformat!O!I is av~ilabl~at243~~401.

255-8665

ASA Gadlen• is acceptin~ submissions for a UNM
undergraduate show open to all students, Deadline
for entries is Jan, 12, More information is available at
277-26_67.

r---------------~------~---~

I SKI STEAMBOAT I
iI ONLY $16/DAY iI
I

(with this coupon)

I

I

BUY LODGING WITH US AT:

I

I
I
I
I

I
1

II
I
I

BEAR POLE RANCH SKI LODGE
in Steamboat Springs. CO
($25.00/night dormitory rate ••• )

I
I
I

includes full breakfast and dinner buffet daily. Complimentary
shuttle service to the slopes. A 10% service charge and 3,6%
sales tax is additional)

1
I

OFFER GOOD ONLY Dec:. ZO·Jan. 3
LIMITED AVAILABILITY··CALL NOW
303·879·0576
or write:
BEAR POLE SKI LODGE
Star Route 1 Bx. C
Steamboat Springs

I
I

I
1

co. aoc77

I

I1
1
I
I
I

1
1

·--------------------------·
BEDSIT $89
reg. $125

Dook~ase Poetry Serle!! will host an open po~tl")'
reading at 7:30 p.m. at 109 Mesa S.E. The reading Is
free and open to the public .. Readers should prepare
up to lO minutes worth of poetry. Refreshments will
be provide-d by donation. Marcus Lee will play music
during the hreak, More Information ls available at
247·3102.

UNM Observatory will be open fridays fr~;~rn7 tQ9
p.m. ir the weather i$ clear, A,dm!ss!Qn is free.
.Children musl be accompanie.d bY ~tn adult. More
information-is availal;:lle~t1.77·4~3$.

UNM Wnterpolo C!ub m~ets 1!.1 1 p.m. every
Wednesday at the Olympic Pool. All are welcome to
play. Women's team now forming, Mor...-lnformation
i$ available at 881~3046 arter6:30 p.m.

Narcutlc~ AnonymoUli will hold its_ ''We Care"
group meeting Ill a p.m. fridays at Lovc:lace/Bataan
Hospital, back dining rlJom, S4()0: GlbsQn S,E, Open
~o the puDlic.

Saociullry·Gr!lUP will hold a clo_s~ AI\ mcellng for

Not everyone will be having a merry Christmas this year. Many unemployed people and local
transients have to make do with what they can find.

alcoholics only at noon Tuesdays and Thur$d&ys at
the Nc;wman Cenlcr, More lnformatlo_n isaval!able at
247-1094.

GSA President To Resign Post Soon

Baptlsl Student Union will meet for student
worship at S:30 p.nl', every Thursday the. Baptist
Student Union, University and Orand. Come and
bring a friend. More information Is available at 243-

By Steve Shoup
University of New Mexico
Graduate Student Association Prcsi·

LIGHT UP

YOUR HOLIDAY

dent C. Jeffery Evans announced
Tuesday that he will resign from that
post soon, probably by Dec. 31.
Evans said he will leave the position he has held since June to take a
job as assistant planner in Klicitat
County, Wash. He is majoring in
community and regional planning
and Latin American studies at
UNM.
Of his successes as GSA president, Evans said, "I've initiated a
change of direction in the association." These include a process to
address "real problems" like marriage and mental health counseling

Daily Lobo
Display Ads
Get Results
131 Marron Holl

2n·Sli5s

5401.

... " ........
"'
"'..,,..-..- ......." "..,
"",.."'

Double bed size $179

"t

and a change in the way graduate
students are perceived, he said,
"Graduate students are not all 22
or 23 and have just finished their
bachelor's degrees," Evans said,
''A survey of graduate and teaching
assistants showed the average age of
female assistants to be 32 and males
to be 28."
GSA has tried to address the
needs and concerns of graduates,
like the "mistreatment of graduates
by some departments," Evans said,
"Until now, GSA has been an
organization that dispensed money
and did little advocacy," Evans
said.
A successor will be chosen by the
GSA Council, Evans said. Nominations may be submitted to either
Evans or Moria Hernandez ln the
GSA office before Dec. 14. Evans
and Hernandez will make three nonbinding candidate recommendations
to the GSA Council, which will
meet in emergency session Dec. 16 .
....

....

...

UNM-Chess Club will me~t at6 p.m. Mondays and
Friday;S in NM t)nlon, :Room lll-E. More information is ~vallable at 242.6624.
Gt~ltar Players will hold a _B\litar workshop at J
p.m. Fridays in the Alvarado Hall recreation mom
for guitarists who want lo trade technique~ and
mus!c. More information is availableat271-3189,

Thursday's Events

'

Removable covers for
easy dry cleaning

Friday's Events

Narcotics Anon)'mous will hold its ''A Step at a
Time" sroup m~tlns 011 7:30p.m. We~nesd~J.ys Pt St.
Joseph Hospital's Dlandlna RpQm, 400 Wat~e~ N'.E,
O~n to the public,

Dani&l Sanders

'J

regularly $225

The UNM Folk Dancers will give couples folk
dancing classes at 7:30 p.m. Thur~days in the NM
Uni_on JJallroom. Partners !I!C not r\~es~ary and
beslnners are welcomed. More information is
avpll[!ble ~I 29~·1490,

W•_gon Wh_e_els ~q_ua~e ~aJtc;e c:Jub W\11 fea_ture the
live music of the. RodeO Rounders at 7 p,m. Thur·
sday.s In NM Unlpn, RQom 231. Yte is 50 cents for
students and Sl-.$0 (or all others. More Information Is
available at 842-0046.

1\,lcobollcs ~nonymous will hold I! open mc:e:tlil~
for women at noon Friday,s at the Women's .Center.
lnfonnation is available by calling Nancy at
2SS"88)2.
Mor~

International Center will host an end of the
sem~ster/!;bristmll.S get~~ogetfler for foreign ~tudcnts
at 2 p.m. at the lnt~watioflal Centt;:r. M~;~re !n-

fonnat\on is available at 277-~927,

This Weekend's Events
New Mexico LMtrOs!W Clull will mc~t at 9 a •.m.
St~turday~ and Sunday~ PI the sou~lu:a$1 corner of
J ohns_on fleld .. Bveryone is w¢lcomc.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!
PHOENIX GORE·TE.X
MOUNTAIN PARKA

Mal'1lna!hlil Chrlsthm Center wut hotq scn·lces In
the Alumni C~a-p~l at JO a.m. evecy Sunday momlng,
More iuformation is avaUable at 247-9999.

QUINT EX
MOUNTAIN PARKA

Ttte UNM .Folk Dancers wiU e;ive inlernational folk
dancing classes _at 6:30 p.m. Sundays at 823 Duena
Vista S.E. More. information is available-at 293-1490,

New.Me:dco's CouncUon Drpgand Alcohol Abuse
will hold a "Sunday Night Live" grprJp meeting at
p.m. Sundays at 77ll Zuni S.B. Open to the
public.

6:30

Monday's Events
Narcotics Anopymous will hold a meeting for
addicts only at 8 p.m. Mondays at St. Thoma~ pf
Canterbury,425 University N.E.
Sanrtuury Group wil_l bold a ~lo~ed M meeting for
only a~ 8 p.m. Mondays at the Newman
Center. Moreinfprmation is available at 'M7-i094.
alcoholi~

Reg. $165.00
Sale $125.00

Reg. $95.00
Sale $75.00

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

Exceptional Mountain Parkas by Black Icc. One in Gorctcx Ivery
lightweight, waterproof yet breathable), and the otherin Quintcx
[extremely water repellent, soft and durable).

. 17¢ per word per day.
. 12¢ per day if the ad runs five or'more consecutive days.
Marron Hall P.m. 131

;»==

Lir.1itcd quantities ~ prices good till Christmas,

2320 CENTRAL S.E. :fl.!'~"~~
26~·4876,

Mon·Frl10-6, Sal 10·5

Quality
Licensed
Pre-school
for 3 and 4 year olds

Calico Butterfly
Pre-school
St. Paul
Lutheran Church

1100 Indian School ~d. NE

242·5942
Nanty· llrown, Director

iiiiiiiiiii!

.. . ...

ABORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

Clip light $12.95 reg. $17 .so
Desk lamp $19.95 reg. $25

WELL WOMEN CLINIC
'

"
"

Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOk APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
107 Girard SE 87106

unm
Scuba Diving

""
""

see

"

class
Calalog

for liStings

v .,. .... -

PLASTIC SHELVING
3 Shelf $24.95
regularly $30

5 Shelf $39.95
regularly $50

A
faculty mem

ORGANIZER BOX
Stores desk Items, jewelry, sewing supplies
regularly $13.50

$9.95

YOU AIN'T
HADONEYEI?
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
are open!

COPIES

3 1h¢

For Your Students
Spring Term 1984

Goclfatbcn Pizza..

Lab Manuals

Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone

Class readers

247-9591
also at

5S06 Ciuatral, sW
1~00 Mentul Blvd, NE
1135 (:andeltrt.; NW
5500 Atadeftlil, NE

Ateo In Rio lbiteho

.,

'•
83'-010
2M-6666
345-8568

1121-7262

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL DON MULLEN AT

255:9675
kinko•$.,. ____
copiers
_ o

The new Kodaco.lor VR films are Kodak's
best color prittt films ever. So you get pictures that
are sharp, bright, dnzzling. With Kodak film and a leap of .
..·. ,
. the imagination, there's no telling how far you can go.
.· '·

(G

Kodak fdm. It makes the grade.

·'>l 1it

•

,.-:ft'•\-.dtr

q·l·.:·.•,c:.,.. ,,... ~.. • ..,,.,. ,. , .•• '
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Presidential Candidates Pursue Students' Support
By Steve Shoup
Six of the eight conten<lers for the
Democratic presidential nomination
said they supported student issues
and expected student support in their

quests for the right to ch;tllenge
Ronald Reagan next year.
The candidates were in Albuquerque as part of a nationwide effort to
r;1isc $1.9 million for their party's
presidential election campaign and

to discuss issues with Western
Democratic governors meeting in
the city.
Bastily answering questions as
they arrived at the Albuquerque
Convention Center, candidates told
the 'lily Lobo of their concerns on
student issues and support.
Ohio Sen. John Glenn criticized
the Reagan administration for what
he called "tragic cutbacks in finan·
cia! aid programs" and said education will be an issue in his campaign.
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart said,
"This is the first campaign in I 0
years that targets education." Hart
said he expects student support because "students have been shut out
of politics too long, and I want to
make my campaign appeal to a larger political base .."
Sen. Ernest Hollings of South
Carolina said he also is counting on
student support. "We all have hopes

of student support here in New Mexico," he said.
Civil rights leader the Rev. Jesse
Jackson said he bas "earned strong
student support. Students are
attracted to this definition of what
makes America great."
Jackson said his "rainbow coalition" of blacks, Hispanics, women
and youth ''has the ·power to set a
new course. j~
"This generation does not have to
explode through riots to be heard.
Democracy h;ts made room for us,"
he said.
South Dakota Sen. George
McGovern, the Democratic
nominee in 1972, said he hopes to
gain student support ''if Jesse (Jackson) doesn't take it all away from
me.''

McGovern said students today,
compared to those in 1972, arc
"more cautious <tnd conservative

but are still concerned about public
issues," finances and "war and
peace issues,''

None of the nine Western governors made statements of suppmt
for any of the candidates with whom
they met Tuesday, Oklahoma Gov.
Scott Matheson, speaking for the
assembled chief executives at a
press conference, said they did not
intend to show favor of any one
candidate.

Electronics Firm Chooses City
By Steve Shoup

Alexandria King

Plans to create a statewide computer network was one
factor in attracting a new electronics firm to Albuquerque, Sen. Pete Domenici said Friday.
Domenlci, R-N.M., said Zwan Magnetics, which
announced Friday it would build a 200-employee hard
computer-disc manufacturing firm in the city, is "the
first new industry that came here becattse they are excited about Technet."
Technet is a $20 million scheme to link research
facilities across the state via optical fiber cable, said
George Freiberg,. interim president of Technet. The
system would link fedeml, state, university and private
sector systems in Los Alamos, Santa Fe, Albuquerque.
Socorro and Las Cruces.
Although some cities have similar systems, "this is
the first one of this scope," Freiberg said. "New Mexico has more computer power than any other state in the
Union."

Gov. Toney Anaya greets Joan and V)lalter Mondale as they
~he purpose of the system is to attract industry,
arrive with other Democratic presidental candidates in Albu· whrch will be allowed to tap into the system. Freiberg
querque Tuesday for a Democratic fund-raiser.
said construction could begin as early as 1985.

TheBOOI<of
RUNES

Gerald May, dean of UNM 's College of Engineering,
said the network has "tremendous potential" and
would allow UNM and other state universitieb to tap
into such systems as the non-secure computers at Los
Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories.
Byran Z.van, president and founder ofZwan Magnetics, said the firm wiliprobably set up a 50,000-squarefoot plant downtown and will initially employ about 100
workers. Although some technicans will be brought in,
the "overwhelming majority will be from the local
establishment."
Zwan said "the proximity of the University in Albuquerque played a major part in the decision" to locate in
the city,
Manufacturing of computer discs should begin next
year.
May said another electronics firm considering locating in the city, Monolithic Memories, was impressed by
the state's commitment to electronics industries . .In
addition to the creation of Technct, the city and state
have also moved toward funding an endowed chair in
microelectronics at UNM.

,JNC.
P.O.Box526 et5018SanPedro.N.E. e Albuquerqm•,NM87l03 •

Have your
• Reports • Dissertations • Term Papers
• Theses • Resumes

Typed professionally and economically by Albuquerque's lead·
ing word processing service bureau

·ForFast Turnaround

A Handbook
for the Use of an
Ancient Oracle:
TheViking
Runes

Left a.nd Right Justlf!cation
Camera Ready Copy
Reasonable Rates

•call·
262·2442
10% STUDENT DISC;O;;UNT;;;,=..,_~Sa~t~is~f~a~ct~lo~n~~~~~~

PIONEER WEAR'S FACTORY OUTLET
ROSS AT YALE, behind PIONEER WEAR,
NEAR THE AIRPORT

242-9535

Mon.·Sat. - 9 am-5 pm

Sun. - 12 noon-5 pm

Unm BookstoRe

By Donna Jc;mes

'

\

l
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By executive orderofthe governor's office, the University of New Mexico
Hospital has been designated as the onl)l' level-one trauma center in the state.
After_a review by experts earlier this year, UNMH, a level-two trauma
center smce May 1980, was deemed the most capable facility in the state to
treat accident and violence victims whose danger of death is most critical,
Secretary of of the Department of Health and Environment .Robert Lovato
said.
Dr. Gerald "Chip" Demarest, burn and trauma director, announced, "In
light of the cxecuti vc order, the hospital will continue its emergency transport
helicopter service, Lifeguard.''
The increased responsibility means UNMB will "provide an operating
room staffed 24 hours a day with surgeons, anesthesiologists and nurses'' on
an "immediate basis" for those whose injuries mean death without surgery,
·
Demarest said.
In reading the order, Lovato said trauma is the leading cause of death for
New Mexicans under 45 and is third overall. He added that in 1982 the state
had the highest rate of accident fatalities per mile in the country.
Evidence for the center's need was further supported by national studies
showing that areas with trauma centers reduce fatalities by 20 to 50 percent,
Lovato said.
Although details of continuing the helicopter service have to be worked
out, administrator William Johnson Jr. said the possibility of adding another
helicopter or acquiring a helicopter with two engines would have to wait. "It
will take a year to determine our needs," he said.
Hospitals in Farmington and Roswell are designated leveHwo trauma
centers. and the Emergency Medical Services Bureau is working with Presbyterian Hospital on a level-two designation.
Demare.lt said other prominent area surgeons not associated with UNMH
have agreed to cooperate and •'aid in the care of these patients.'' Johnson
stressed that the hospital's role is leadership in the coordination of trauma
care efforts. He said he hoped the designation marked a beginning of
participation in a network that would result in high quality patient care.
The hospital was instructed by the order to treat critical trauma victims
"without regard for their ability to pay."
EMS bureau chief Barak Wolff said the cost oftnmmu nationally is 40 to
50 times that nf the average admission. Because of the nature of the patients
"a lot of the payment is unsharcd" and must be absorbed by the hospital. he
added.
The success of the hospital as a kvcl·onc trauma center will he pcnodica!ly
assessed by the EMS bureau as a requirement of the order.

SPECIAL CROUP
OF SELECT
IMPERFECT
MEN'S & LADIES'

LEATHER COATS
&JACKETS

Never before has Gardenswartz Sporlz offered so Many SKI PACKAGES
with such Variety. One for Every Skier, from Beginner to Expert!

BEGINNER· INTERMEDIATE

SAVE 50%

TOTAL REGULAR
PRICE $305

i
•
•

:

$199
.

PACKA!'E PRICE

~~~~~~~

289

SAVE 33% $

SAVE 40% $

TOTAL REGULAR
PRICE $400

ATOMIC F6 DOWNHILL SKIS .••.••••....... REG.
riROLIA 260 BINDINGS .................. REG.
SCOTT SKI POLES .. .. .. • .. ............. REG.
INSTALLATION & ADJUSTMENT •.•.••... , •• , REG.

.

·

PACKAGE PRICE

OLIN 770 DO\.: orlllL SKIS. . . • . . . . , ....•. RfG.
TYROLIA 260 or GEZE' 931J BiNDINGS ........ REG.
SCOrT POLES • . . . . .
.. . .. .. .. .. . . REG.
INSTALLATION &. ADJUSTMENT . . • • . . • . . . . REG.

SAVE 37%

TOTAL REGULAR '
PlifCE $470

K2 812

$299
·.

.

$270
$110
$ 25
$ 25

SAVE 25%

PACKAGE PIIICE

or 712 DOWNHILL PACKAGE:

TOTAL REGULAR

-·

f'.

$110
$ 25
$ 25

'$

299· .

PACKAGE PRICE

$400
PRE 1600S DOWNHILL SKI PACKAGE:
PRICE

• PRE 16005 DOWNHILL SKIS •..• , .••..••••• REG.
SALOMON 637 BINDINGS ..••••...•.••.• REG.
SCOTT SKI POLES ...................... REG.
.INSTALLATION & ADJUSTMENT , ........... REG.

I

l ................................

$240 '

881-SNOW
OR 24 HOU
SKI REPORTS

.•. Foghat!

,. u:o... ~4-.Wi<.*l.•'"-'"".,.""""ti.".o'it%'1i.._~.'!j'~~:'.Uf1'111l<~(1\.,.~Ntlt-1.1Uli-ta:t~all!.i.'illot~\C~};l'.t

PACKAG.E PRICE

~~~~---------------·

K2 B11l or K2 712 SKIS • .. .. • .. . . .. • . ... RliG. $280
MARKER M40 0< LOOK HP biNDINGS •••.••. RtiG. $140
iNSTALlATION & ADJUSTMENT ••••.. ' •••• ' IIEG. $ ~

Every Friday Is
drink and drown with
free drlnics from 7 to 11.
$1 discount
to college students

239

ATOMIC F6 DOWNHILL SKI PACKAGE:

REG. $230
REG. $ 80
REG. $ 20
RliG. $ 25

OLIN 770 DOWNHILL SKI PACKAGE:

Dec. 3 • • . • • . • • • . • Duke City All Stars •
Dec. 14.......... ROCk 108 Ski Party
: Dec. 18....................•... VIxen
D.ec..• 20. . . . . . . . . . country. Chrlstm.··a.s •
Jambouree•
t Dec. 21 ............•.. MTV·ROCk 108:
Christmas rartv t
Dec. 31 .......•..•... New Year s Eve :
Bash:
:

ROSSIGNOL MIRAGE or
K2 SR33 DOWNHILL SKIS'·•..•.•.•.•.•..• REG. $190
SALOMON 326 BINDINGS • . • • . . . . , .... RfG. $ 80
GT SKI POLES .. . . . ..
... RfG, $ 20
INSTALLATION & ADJUSTMENT
.. REG. $ 25

TOTAL REGULAR
PRICE $430

1 craham central 1

•
i

ROSSIGNOL MillAGE Oil K2 Sll33

ELAN BOO DOWNHILL SKIS ...•.••••...•.. REG. $180
(Metal Top Skis)
. REG. $ 80
TYROLIA 170 BINDINGS ............. .
REG.$ 20
GT SKI PO\£S . • .. . . . ...... .
RfG. $ 25
INSJALLATION .& ADJUSTMENT .

DIAL

:•
i•
i

:•
i• December Dazzles
i
at

PACKAGE PRICE

ELAN DOWNHILL PACKAGE:

DYNASTAR STARGLASS SKIS ....•..••...•.
SALOMON 326 BINDINGS ...............
GT SKI POUS . . • . . .. .. . .. . .. . • .. • ..
INSTAUA110N & AOJUSTMENT .•....•.•.• ,

.................................

~

$169

SAV!: 43%

TOTAL REGULAR
. PRICE $315

PACKAGE P111C. E

DYNASTAll .STAilGLASS SKI PACKAGE:

A self-help guide designed to address the problems of New Mexico women
in the labor force will be published in January by t.he New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group of the University of New Mexico.
The idea for "A Woman's Guide to the Workplace: A Self-Help Manual
for New Mexican Women," was conceived two years ago by NMPIRG, Dr.
,·.:.e.; Reynis, a part-time professor of economics with an interest in working
women's problems, was asked to do the study.
Reynis said she agreed to do the research because people needed a central
guide of resources and laws.
The sections of the guide contain research and statistics about women in
the economy, a self-help guide which discusses such topics as sexual harassment, discrimination, child care and unionizing, and a list of references
where ~men can turn for help.
•
•
.
Dave Benavides, co-directorofNMPIRG, satd the60-page manual wrll be
available free to UNM students at the NMPJRG office in the New Mexico
Union basement and may be marketed in local stores for non-students.

Tonight ..

..

TOTAL REGULAR
PRICE $355

By Kathy Knudsen

Ii

$149.

SAVE 44%

Guide To Aid Working Women

It

"The Hurtes ... are so esthetic, tactile and sensual and pleasing, with a fccfing ofirmncnsc
depth, almost a Horschach 4ualit}.l >lnl
always, as an anthropologist, tlllcasy 11·ith too
mtrch New A~e talk. So I continue w honor
the old l\':1\·s, the old institutitnrs. The Huncs
nrc wondc.rful, And they arc play, phr) \\'ilh
be:tuty."-.loan llnlifa~. l'h.D., llun·nnl faculty memhcr, author of Slwmrwic l'oic••s,
Oiredor of the Ojai Foundation, Ojai, Cali-

i

;1

Former Vice President Walter
Mondalcsaid, "We're getting a lot
of student support. We' 11 get a lot in
New Mexico."
California Sen. Alan Cranston
boycotted the affair because of a disagreement over party rules, and former Florida Gov. Reuben Askew
was absent because of a death in his
family.

J

Hospital's Trauma Center
Gets More Responsibility
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$2AO

$110
$ 25
$ 25

SKI PARKA SALE
COMPETITIVE EDGE
SKI PARKAS
REGULAR $45 to $65

YOUR CHOICE

SAVE 35°/o
TOTAL REGULAR

2995
'KIDS EQUIS 1995

$119
.

ADULTS

·.. PACkAGE Plf.CE

PRICE $1111.15

·

'

TRAK ALBERTA CROSS COUNTRY PACKAGE:
TRAK ALliERfA flo WAX SKIS ................ , • REG. $110
H~tgB_~NG 911~~F or
·· · 9 95

+
:

TOP LINE SKI PARKAS
Lost Years Model

MARATHON XC BOOTS .... , ....... " .. • .. " ·REG, $3 ·
OOVAE CRoSs CoUNTRY BINDINGS •.••.•.•••... REG.
E~EL FiBERGLASS' SKI PoLes .... • • , •. · • • ••. • • • REG.

SALE

lNSTiiWITIOfl- .............. · ..

~

REGULAR

3995 6995
to

CHOOSE FROM: WHITE STAG, SERAC
POWDERHORN and MANY OTHERS.

2S1or6$ to 5efVO.YotJ· 4410MENAUL

NE/ 884-6787
1915 JUAN TABO NE I 292-8454

i
•.111.·- ..~?-'"""'""*""'~u,-,~ ..

~~ffii~N~~
o'-iioi ......... ...,....___ "".,., •
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Awareness Week Named
During Holiday Season

~-----------------------------~

-J~~ ...

SANTA FE (UP!) - The holiday season has promp.tcd Gov. Toney
Anaya to declare next week "Drunk and Drugged Dnvmg Awareness
Wcck."
.
h
I h I .
John Fenner, Traffic Safety Bureau chief, satd.Mond~IY t at a. c?,? ts
involved in 66 percent of New Mexico's fa.tal tral.ltc acctde!'ts, giVln" the
state the highest rate of alcohol-caused acctdents m the natiOn.
.
He said 365 people died last year in accidents caused by dru.nk dnvers.
To launch the special awareness week. the state TransportatJOn Dc~art
mcnt will hold a drunk driving demonstration Sunday wi.th represen~attves
from the media and state and local governments. Dunn~ tl~c .cxpcnn;ent,
participants will help show the effect of drinking on the mdtvtdual.clnver.
In addition, the bureau is asking drivers to take extra care dunng ~he
holiday season and to use their seatbclts. Patty-givers are asked to provtdc
plenty of food and to stop serving drinks early.

0
0
0
0
0

A Shell Night Light
0 A Book Lamp
A Goose Lamp
0 A Cashmere Scarf
B & D Accessories
[J Earmuffs
An Exotic Wood Box
0 Leg Warmers
A Battery Operated
0 An Alpaca Beret
Animal
0 A Folding Travel Iron
0 Mink Blend Glove\
0 Earrings
[JAn Emilio Rossi T-shirt
t: C<1shmere Socks
C Sleeveless Panel Tunic
0 Silk Knit Undies
Cl A Cashmere Scarf
DAn Albert Nippon Scarf
!1 A Dress 0 A Skirt 0 A Jacket 0 A Swean;r
C Anything from Norma Kamali
0 A Pendleton Suit
[J A Silk Blouse
U A Ruana
D

'

Stands Back in Business

For Men
• D Silk Briefs
0 Cashmere Gloves
' D Cotton Thermals

D Cashmere Scarf & Socks
D Shetland Sweater
D Turtle or Crewneck T·shirt

WildRose

2918 cenlrol se
--- .. - -- .. - ... ---- - - --- --- ....... --.. -... -- -- -..... I
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In early January, watch four us at our new
location, behind the construction, at 2950
central SE.

WEST SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
(UPI)- Revolving, musical
Christmas tree stands that have delighted children for decades are
again available, this time from a
West Springfield manufacturer,
The stand comes pre-assembled,
with a built-in electrical outlet for
tree lights.
A control box permits separute or
combined activation of lights, music
and motion.
The new model uses the latest
electromc technology to play eight

popular Christmas car~ls with what
the manufacturer says ts true muste
box. quality.
Rights to the design were bought
by The Heirloom Co .. after. the anginal manufacturer tn Wtsconstn
discontinued production a few years
ago.
A limited number are available by
mail order from: The Heirloom Co.,
Division of National Metal Industries, P.O. Box 1776, West Spring·
field, Mass. 01090. The S99.50
price includes shipping.

Take Charge At zz.

Authors Visit

''Phone Number.

__ IAren Codfll

Best. Timr. tn Cnll

"Th!! i$ for ¢eno. rn1 rr~ttlltmt!l'l.t_ iriformlltlon. You do hot have to fur·

nillh any of the Information· ~t'Jtit:'slr.tl. Of -eour5e, the more We
know, the rn!lrn Wl.'!_tnn_hclp·fo determli"H! tho k£nds of Navy po!l-i•
tl<lhl! rnr "'~lch yOU tiUol!fy.
_
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Navy"i~~rs

Friday, December 9, 1-5 pm
As an expression of the Holiday Spirit, UNM
l'hoto/Cine Service will again give you an 8 x 10
black and white double weight mat print of
your photo with Santa . No charge. No strings.
No appointment necessary. Happy Holidays!
ON CAMPUS

Photo Supplle•
""olo Flnlahlng
Dl•count Prlcee

UNM Photo
Cine Service
9-<1:30 • 1820 Llo Lomas NE • 2n·5743

Chinese Culture Center
large selection of
Kung Fu, Karate
Training Equipment,
Uniforms & Books

Amtrak Offers
New Number
For Information
WASHINGTON (UP!) -- Plan·
ning a train trip tor the holidays?
Amtrak has a new, easy-toremember, nationwide, toll-free
number for infonnation and reserva·
lions from anywhere in the 48 contiguous states. Just dial 1·800-USARAIL. The new number replaces a
dozen differing regional 800 numbers. People who call the old numbers hear a recorded message giving
the new one, In addition, local
seven-digit numbers arc available in
many larger cities for information
and reservations.

en9Lisll 2o6-oo3 .
t:o- t:llo R s 8100
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"The best instruc·
1984 tor'(Engli>h or
other) that I have
ever had/'
··student course
evaluation
""I have never en~
joyed a class -CJ.s
much as I've en~
joyed this one. 11
-stude-nt course
evaluation
"I have probably
enjoyed this class
more than any
other I have taken
at UNMi''
-student course

prices on many items
are greatly reduced

By Steve Shoup

~~~~~/o

Christmas Day, Dec. 25, is cele·
brated by Christians as the
anniversary of the birth of Christ and
is the primary focus of religious
activity this time of year. But December is also a time for celebrations by other faiths.
Hanukkah is an eight-day holiday
celebrated by Jews from Dec. 1·8
commemorating the. recapture of the
TempleofJerusalem in 165 B.C. In
an eight-day battle, Maccabees Jews
retook the temple from the Syrian
Greeks who had converted it to the
worship of Zeus,
The battle is commemorated by
the nightly lighting of one of the
eight candles on the menorah and by
the recitation of bless.ings. Barbara
Klaudt of Albuquerque's Congrega·
tion Albert said the themes for each
day are freedom, identity, memory,
faith, community, giving, peace and
rededication.
Hanukkah is a minor Jewish holiday, Klaudt said. Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur, celebrated in
September or October, are of greater
significance.
"The Hanukkah season is more
child-oriented than adult oriented,"
Klaudt said. Small gifts are often

children and games are

Th~r~~~~~kah ends

at sunset
Christ is one of several prophets
whose birthday is noted by Mos!ems. Mohammed Zamanian, a
Shiite Moslem studying mechanical
engineering at the University of
New Mexico, said, "We do believe

~~~iis;ta1sa ~~o:h;r;ive
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the founder of

Ramadan, a month of dawn-todusk fasting, commemorates therevelation of the Koran, the Moslem
holy book, to the prophet Moham·
med and is one of the most important
Moslem holidays, Zamanian said.
Dec. 8 is also a holy day for
Buddhists, according to Rev. Murakami of the Buddhist Churches of
America, based in San Francisco.
That day is celebrated by Buddhists
as the anniversary of the enlightn·
ment of the founder of Buddhism,
Siddharta Guatama, in the sixth ceo-
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major
prophets honored by Moslems,
others being Adam, Moses, Abra- ~~
ham and Mohammed, Zaman ian ~

fs~a~ohammed,
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faculty members
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evaluation

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL DON MULLEN AT

JQ15 CENTAA1 1\1 E
. A,SUOUEROUf t..l•..-!- .,~•nr
J\I[:X'I' TO,QAC. 'Hb~·"LI•

The San Felipe Church in 0/cl Town.

_

GetRespons1bD1tyFast.

Free Photo with Santa

Two nationally recognized authorities on drunk driving laws
and deterrence plans will speak at
2 p.m. Dec. l 7 at the University
of New Mexico Mechanical Engineering Building, Room 218.
· Forst Lowery is a member of
the President's Commission on
Drunk Driving and is employed
with th.e Minnesota Department
ofPubhcSafety. RobertVoasis 11
consultant from Alexandria, Va.
The presentation is the first
part in a series involving drunk
drivh1g awareness organized by
the UNM's sociologydepat1ment
and co-sponsored by the Albuquerque·BcrnaJiiJo County
League of Women Voters and the
Albuquerque Chapter ofMADD,
Mothers Against Drunk Driving.
The lecture series is funded by
the New Mexico Department of
Transportation Traffic Safety
Bureau.

t:olkren fs sack l
In most jobs, at .22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
responsibility than
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision-making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $17,000-more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared After four years, with regular promo·
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you receive professional
h~1.ve increased to as much as $31,000.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
new opportunities
r NA'v"YomR:rtimTT - - - ~;.;;; 1 and
This training is
to
advance
your eduINPORMATION CENTER
I
I P.O.
flo• 5000, Clifton, N:J 01015
designed to instill
cation, including the
I the
0 i'rn roady to take-chatgc. Thll me mote nbout J
confidence by first·
Navy's officer programs.
(00) I possibility of attending
hand experience. You I
graduate school while
Nam~--~~--~~~~--~~-First
( Pk>n~ Pr!nti
J.u~l
I
learn by doing. On
you're in the Navy.
1 Address
-Apt. #'----your first sea tour,
Don't just take a
1 City
Stnte
Zip_._._
I
you're responsible for J Ag
+College/University
I job. Become a Navy
managing the work of
$Ycur in Coli('
•GP:·"----officer, and take charge.
up to 30 men and the I.aMajor/Minorr---------~----- I Even at 22.

Holiday Celebrations Diverse

11030 Menaul NE
298-5200

•

.

•
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Celebration---continued from p(lge 11
tury B.C.
.
Murakami said the Buddha meditated for three weeks following a
long period of self-deprivation before receiving enlightenment. Buddha'sbirthday, April 8, and his passing, Feb, 15, are also celebrated.
These three days are some of the 11
celebrations marked by the estimated 100,000 Buddhists in the United States.
The writings of the Jewish,
Buddhist, Christian and Islamic
faiths are studied by Baha'is, but the
holidays of those religions are not
celebrated,

Mike Miller, spokesman for
Albuquerque Baha'is, said their
holidays are separate from other
faiths. although Baha'is will mark
Christmas or Banukkah if their
families arc Christian or Jewish.
The intercalary days at the end of
the 19-month Baha'i calendar are
the Baha'i holiday equivalent of
Christmas. The months are 19 days
each, leaving four or five days left
over a year. The extra days are
marked by gift giving, nonalcoholic p&rtics, dancing and sing·
ing just before the spring equinox
March 21, Miller said.

Seats Sparse

Season Peak Time for Travel
By Steve Shoup
Many people consider Christmas
a holiday that should be spent with
one's family. And a Jot of them try,
as hundreds Jay siege to airports, bus
and railroad stations in attempts to
visit relatives in faraway cities.
Seat availability on &irlines is
sparse at this, one of the busiest
tJmes of year, said Lois Larson,
sales representative for American
Airlines. Many flights are completely booked, but travelers may be able

to tly on stand-by reservations, she
said.
Both Pacific Southwest and Eastern Airlines report some available
seats, depending on tbe flight and
cancellations by other passengers.
"But if you want to go to Florida
or the Caribbean, you're too late,"
Lyn Tobin of Eastern said.
Larson gave several tips for packing and transporting luggage on airlines, Hard-sided luggage closed
with a strong strap works best, she
said. Identification should be put

Will Be On campus to Oiscuss
[I

-Hutton Investment Series

i

An Alternative
Investment For Your

II
J1

Tax Sheltered Annuity

j,I
;I

Employees of public scho~ls, universities and of certain tax·exempt, non-profit organizations can take
ad:vantage of the most flexible tax·sfleltered retirement program available in America today by setting
asKle pre-tax compensation on a. tax-deferred basis to purchase mutual fund shares under a 403(b)
custodial account of fixed or variable annuities.
At the inception of this special retirement program in 1958, contributions on behalf of employees were
requir~d to be invested in insurance annuities. With the passage of the EmployE-e Retirement Income
Secunty Act of 1974 (EHISA), the investment of contributions in shares of registered investment companies
(mutual funds) under custodial accounts was added as an alternative.
II
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Business Phone
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Home Phone
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Carl D. Weiner, VIce President,
H
.EF Hutton & Co. Inc.
I
Pine Tree Office Park
1
4725 Indian School Road NE
I 403.8 Albuquerque, NM 87110
n
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Address

(~o5, 265·5561
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•This lnformalioh docs not constilutc
an orrer to sell nor a sollcltallon
10 buy any security. The offer
can only be made by the
prospcclus.
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Add passion to
yourpunch with
Everclear 190 proof
grain alcohoL
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24-24 Garfield Avenu~ SE
Albuquerque, NM 67106
(505) 266-9738

LIVE

COUNTRY
MUSIC
• Happy Hour
Daily
4:30-7:00
• Nlghtly
Drink
Specials
•FREE
Dance
Lessons
"'l'lle Country Club Tues. & Wed.
• Friday
willl Clcrss"
··Afternoon Club
(Live music
and free
hor d'oeuvres)
Spm • 7pm
2 for 1 drinks

SUNDANCE SALOON
& DANCE HALL
12000 Candelaria NE

(3 blocks east of Juan Tabol

296-6761

The Student Health Center will be
open on its regular schedule from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m .. on weekdays and is
available to students only. In addition, the center can be reached at
277·3136, its 24-hour number.

is often no way to verify anything
they may say,
If you should decide to donate to a
charitable organization. choose one
with which you have previously
dealt or one that is well known in the
community. Never donate cash, and
make checks out to the organization,
not its representative.
If you have any questions about
returning merchandise, putting
items on lay away or donating to a
charitable organization, contact the
New Mexico Attorney General's
Office in Santa Fe by calling its tollfree number, l-800-432-2070, or
writing to P.O. Drawer 1508, Santa
Fe, N.M. 87504.
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LET US CATER
YOUR NEXT PARTY
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LISTlNING ClNTlR
CHILD CARl
Low ratio (7:t) quality child c:are
center at 530 t Ponderosa NE
(near San Mateo and Comanche) has openings for chll·
dren 2 to S years old.

specializing in
German food, party trays,
delfcious homemade pastries

1218 San Mateo
I
268·0710
I
L------~-

I

• EXAMINATIONS

• CONI'ACf LENSES
emGIUSES

Rates: $200/mo. full. time
$1 ZO/mo. 3 days per week
$80/mo. 2 days per week
Open 7:30am to 5:30pm
for Information cath

83t·4331

EYE DOOOA
SEI\VICE
''Open'Saturdays"
265-3828
(all and
I

.

Compare

Our Prices

4304 LOMAS, NE

Lornas Dlvd. at Washington

C.MhO~

0

},j~~f""'Mot1:J<1H'\a"'"'

Whe11 EF Hutton talks people ffisteJIJ

Bright Future Futon Company

277-3013.

cause an informed shopper is a smart .
shopper.
Information is also the key to
making sure the organizations to
which you give are truly charitable.
Last year, Americans gave an esti·
mated $53 billion to such organizations. and while most solicitations
arc bom:st, some arc not.
Under New Mexico law, all charitable organizations must be listed
on the Registry of Charitable Organizations of the nttorncy general's
office in order to solicit in the state.
Be skeptical of any organization
that pressures you for rnoney on the
spot, that. won't give you written or
verifiable information about itself or
solicits by telephone, becnuse there

I
ij

Name

Lonelin~ss is the most common
malady during the holiday season,
and is generally accompanied by
stress that looms over just about everything these days, said Bloomer.
The combination could lead to a
deep depression and in some cases
can result in suicide which is highest
at this time of year, she added.
"We usually get more calls from
the general community during the
holidays because most students are
relieved to have finals over. We
usually get the same people over the
year wbo are students, but there is a
different group of people calling
during the holidays," Bloomer said.
Agoru does not recommend any
particular answer to the problem
assoc.iatcd with depression. but instead offers several forms of relaxation therapy"Our mode of counseling is to
help the caller reflect on his or her
problem by listening. and by provid-

It's the holiday season, and most
everyone is filled with the spirit that
turns to thoughts of giving. Unfortunately, when they turn to their wallets and purses, the spirit may dim a
little.
Buying gifts and making chlll'it·
able donations may prove one's
generosity, but when the season is
over, the headaches and misgivings
may remain as gray skies over a
joyous holiday season.
Here are some tips to save you
some problems,
I( you're going to return or "Jay
away" a gift, it is importantto knoW
that New Mexico has no law regulating return and lay away policies, so
be sure to ask for ~pccific infonnation each time you make a purchase.
Stores set their own policies and
may differ drastically from one to
another.
Unless the merchandise is defective or damaged, a store may offer
you cash, credit, exchange or no- . :
thing at all for your returned mer- :
chandise. Exchange or return poli- '
cics may be posted, but if not, it is to
your advantage to ask before you
buy.
It is b~st to 3;sk whether sales slips [
are n:qu1red With returned merchan•
disc and whether special sale or ·
close-out items arc included in the
return policies. Must the items be
returned within a specific time, or is
there a time limit for redeeming your
credit slips? If in doubt, ask, be• .

u \'
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The important thing
is to know your resources when dealing with depression.

By George E. Gorospe
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ing guidance imagery and muscle
relaxation therapy, In the imagery
therapy we ask the caller to envision
himself on a deserted island. for instance, where they can be alone in.
the quiet serenity and relax. In the
muscle relaxation therapy we start
by trying to get them to begin by
relaxing their toes and inch their way
up until their entire body is re"
laxed,'' said Bloomer.
Both
UNM's Mental Health Service and
Agora said that the best way to deal
with loneliness and depression is to
do something about it before it becomes a crisis. Those things recommended include going out to visit
someone, getting involved in holiday festivities or just simply accepting the loneliness and dealing with it
for what it is,
''Tbe important thing is to know
your resources when dealing with
depression. You must remember
that you have probably had to deal
with other problems in the past, and
you mustremember the coping skills
you used then. If you just tell yourself that this is a temporary situation
and that it will pass, or if you do not
fight it, but accept it for for What it is
you wiU be better able to roll with the
punches," Bloomer said,
Agora and the Student Health
Center will be open for the holidays.
Agora will be open every day from
lO a.m. to midnight, and if more
volunteers are available they will increase the number of hours they will
be open. Agora can be reached at

is a time of year for family gettogethcrs, and its cvcrywlwre in the
media. We do get calls from people
without families, but we also get
calls from people who have a very
real problem. These people represent the othc part of the problem
because they may be just divorced,
they may not have a place to stay, or
they m!ly just be alone and need to
talk to someone,'' said Bloomer.
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University students in general are
far less likely to suffer from holiday
depression brought on by loneliness
and stress, said Dr. Greg Franchini
coordinator of Mental Health Ser:
vices at the University of New Mexico's Student Health Center.
"Even if a student has a particularly tough semester, after finals the
pressure is off and they know that
they will be with family or friends to
have that turkey dinner,'' said Franchini.
"Students usually have to function at a different level than other
people and they have to be capable to
deal with the stress of school. Here
at the center we deal with students
who experience depression, but it
rarely results in .a crisis situation,"
There are occasions when loneliness and depression result in a crisis
situation, but Franchini said that
such situations related to the holidays may be the result of a selffulfilling prophecy.
"The depression associated with
the holidays is generally overestimated, and most studies in the
area do not indicate a marked increase in the number of cases during
those times. What happens is that
many people who are confronted
with such a situatiol) concentrate on
their loneliness and then act out a
self-fulfilling prophecy," said Franchini.
Teri Bloomer, student director of
UNM's Agora Crisis Center, agrees
that much of the holiday crises arise
from the attention given the problem
at this tirne of year, but that people
do have genuine problems for a
number of reasons.
"The problem is twofold. First, it

i'
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In a strong stock market, for
example, you can move into the
Growth or Emerging Growth
funds. If interest rates continue
to fall you may find bonds
appropriate, and if rates rise to
the levels of the past, the short
term money market fund remains available.
All mutual funds make sense
because they spread your risks
across a range of different
issues. The Hutton Investment
Series makes even better sense
because it lets you broaden
your investment mix to span a
range of markets.

By George E. Gorospe

100% hand-cratted cotton futons

Generosity Requires Insight

ij

I

Where: Faculty Club conference Room
When: Tuesday, December 13, 1983
Time: 8:00am to 6:oopm

*The Hutton Investment series
to begin with, takes advantage
of the industry's finest research
departments.
1'he Hutton Investment Series
Growth Fund is actually part of
the 1-Ll.S. family of five funds;
Growth, Emerging Growth,
Short term (money market),
Bond and Option Income. There
is no initial sales char e. and as
mar et con itions or your own
investment objectives change,
you can shift your assets between the funds at no cost.

both inside and outside the bag and
all old airline tags shoud be removed
to avoid confusion on the destination.
Medicine that may be needed in
flight should not be put in checked
baggage, Larson said, and liquids
that may le;~k should be kept in a
plastic bag.
.
Because luggage is X -rayed before being put on a plane, all film
should be carried into the passenger
cabins. To avoid having film Xrayed at security check points, passengers should ask guards at the
check point to examine camera bags
by hand.
Passengers arc allowed to check
two bags, and all carry-on luggage
must fit under seats or in overhead
compartments," Larson said,
Travelers going by bus may find
Christmas excursions even more
chaotic than usual because of the
strike by Greyhound bus drivers,
Linda. Kline, spokeswoman for
Greyhound, said about!O percent of
bus routes nationwide are running.
A tentative strike settlement rnay
have striking drivers back on the
roads by Dec, 20.
Buses usually run. about threequarters full during the holidays,
Kline said, and extras will be added
if possible.
Trailways Bus Lines will try and
take up the slack, district manager
Tim Russ said. Extra buses will be
added, and the number of buses on
busy routes may be doubled or tripled.
"If Grey bound is not back, then
buses are really going to be packed," Russ said_

Holiday Loneliness Can Be Remedied;
Area Mental Health Centers Can Help
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This Christmas, put a
computer under your tree•..
C-64 computer
VIC 1530 cassette drive
VIC 1525 graphic printer
C·1650 outomodem
Total

SUggested
retail

Sale
price

$595.00
75.00
395.00
149.95
$1214.95

$215.00
60.00
295.00
100.00
$615,95

Free cassette bOnus poc
$30.00 value with
the purchase of
the complete package
offer good until Jan. 1, ·1983

Personal computers
and softWare from
UNM BOOKSTORE
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Preemie Keeps Fighting for Independence
By Donna Jones
Joshua Harrison aeers stares with baby blue eyes at a
mobile over his crib, then almost smiling, he closes his
eyes, content to drowse.
aom three months prematurly, he has spent the last
five months since his birthday, Jqly7, in the (Jniversity
of New Mexico Hospital Newborn Intensive Care Unit.
Before the establishment of the unit 12 years ago his
chances for survival would have been practically nonexistent. The New Mexico mortality rate for infants Jess
than a month old was 14 in 1,000 births in 1971 compared with a rate of 6.2 in 1982.
Minature creepers with "Joshua" appliqued on the
front hang from the heart monitor above his crib. Joshua
would never know his crib has stainless steel bars because they are covered with cards and pictures. A Garfield poster above him on the wall asks "Why me?"
An inch-wide strip of adhesive tape under his nose
secures two tubes leading to the respirator which helps
him breathe. Although now he seems unaware of them,
he has pulled the tubes out twice.

Sometimes Joshua seems
to dread his respiratory
therapy.

A Garfield poster above him
on the wall asks ''Why me?"

Preemie Joshua Beers has lived in his crib at the University of New Mexico Hospital Newborn
Intensive Care Unit since his birth five months ago. Despite all the scary hardware it takes. to
help him survive, Joshua receives all the love and attention of any other baby his age.

''

•

When nc did it the last time over two weeks ago. his
father, Duane Beers, heard him cry for the first time.
With the tubes in place, Joshua is unable to make
sounds. He made it for five minutes without the respirator's assistance.
As a result ofbeingprcmature, Joshua has bronchialpulmonary dysplasia. ''It means he has bad lungs,·· his
mother, Beth aeers, 27, said.
A pink balloon tied to the end of his bed by his nurses
encourages, "Think pink, Joshua." Mrs. Beers said he
is ·'definitely getting better. We don't go through blue
too much anymore." Bluish skin would indicate he is
not getting enough oxygen.
She said in less than two weeks he went from 22
breaths a minute on the respirator to 14. The lower the
number the more he is breathing on his own. Joshua will
have to be off the respirator before he can go home.
When the rate drops down to 12, he has extreme
difficulty. Mrs. Beers said that they arc letting Joshua
set his own pace. She is optimistic and said that often
babies with similar problems pull their own tubes when

almost smiling,
he closes his eyes,
content to drowse. ''

Photos by Alexandria King

they arc ready to survive without the machine.
Even after Joshua leaves the hospital he will require
oxygen. Mrs. Beers said that most children no longer
require the oxygen by the time they go to school.
Babies without other problems get to leave the unit
when they reach four pounds. Joshua, who weighed 3
pounds 5 ounces at birth, is now one of the larger
babies, weighing 7 pounds 6 ounces. Infants weighing
as little as I pound and 3.5 ounces have survived with
the advanced technology and nursing care available in
the 24-bed unit.
aeers, a dentist, commutes from Soccoro as often as
possible, usually 3 or4 times a week, to be with his wife
and son.
Mrs. Beers, a registered nurse who works part-time
in the UNMH emergency room, is staying at the Ronald
McDonald house, which was established for such purposes, so she can be with Joshua. She spends between
eight and 12 hours a day in the unit,
Although being a nurse has made her more comfortable handling Joshua, she said, ''sometimes it makes it
worse, because I know what's going on."
She said the experience has drawn the family closer
together and made the couple realize that every child is a
gift.
Every six hours Joshua must have a tung treatment.
Mrs. aeers taps his chest with a palm-size disk and then
rubs him with a vibrator to further loosen the secretions
in his lungs.
Mrs. Beers tube feeds him by inserting a tube and
talking to him as she fills a large hypodermic-looking
needle with formula.
After feeding him, she reads or talks to him. When
her husband is there he participates in his care too. She
said the reading and talking has helped their bond with
their child,
This bonding process is sometimes difficult to
accomplish with premature infants because parents cannot interact with their children as easily as if they did not
require special care. She said she will nat work after
she takes Joshua home. "We have so much to catch up
on. You have to admire him. He's been through so
much already and he's fought so hard."
If Joshua had he been born on his due date he would
be two months old. The physical therapist says Joshua is
doing the things a two-month-old baby should, Mrs.
Beers said.
Ttic relationships between the parents of the babies in
the unit are very important. "We all lean on each
other," Mrs. Beers said. "We remind each other that
for every bad day there arc at least 10 good ones."

''We have so much to catch up
on. You have to admire him.
He's been through so much already and he's fought so hard."

Ale)(andrla Kiiltl

One of Joshua's favorite activities is bathtime with his Dad.

Put yourself
in his place.

Beth Beers feeds Joshua through a tube into his stomach.
This form C?f feeding conserves precious calories preemies
need, and ts necessary in Joshua's case because of his breathing tubes.

Alone in the middle of the night. Facing an emergency. And the only available telephone is out of
order.
You wouldn't want to trade phtces with him.
But someday you may be forced to. Because nobody bothered to tell us a phone was broken.
This shouldn't happen to anyone. So please,
write down the number of a damaged or out of
order pay phone. And report it at the frrst opportunity to our repair service. The number is listed in
the Customer Guide at the front of the White Pages.
We'll come out and fix the phone right away.
Before someone has a desperate need for it.
Someone like you.

lbr the way you live.
@
Mountain Bell

Joshua gets a lot of comfort
from sucking his mother's
finger while she feeds him.

Joshua's parents, Duane and Beth Beers, spend hours with·
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Pottery, Glass & Brass
2113 Church St. Old Town 842-8661

Largest Selection of Souvenirs in
Albuquerque

BIGIIOOI

R.eseTvations

restauro.n t & saloon

765-1455

..

-SEE INDIANS MAKETURQUOISE JEWELRY
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20%-30%off
Ear Cuffs

--:---=l-· '

ALL types of Ponchos ··
& Womens Boutique

.mm 1

•

Visit the finest Rug, Pottery & Kachina Room
in the southwest

...

•. , ......;,.

MeXl
. ·can J.erg as //.
only S13.99!

SPECIALS

50% off
Hand Woven Indian Rugs
50% off

. ..
·'

Please bring ad to receive
these special prices
204 San Felipe South of La Placita in Old Town

ON THE PLAZA - HISTORIC OLD TOWN
· 242·4481 .. open 9a.m. to 10p.m.

JOSIBs
old-fashioned candies

New Mexico T-shirts
Hand Made Gift items
Pewter Collectibles
Cloisonne Jewelry
Wind Chimes
Southwestern Gift items
Christmas Ornaments 6 Nativities

325 Romero N.W. (505) 242-8072

Specializing in candy by Senor M()rphy,
Santa Fe's fama()S candymaker!

323 'Romero :Y:lf!. #sOld •Towll

Assorted Pinon Candies
Pinon Caramel Logs
Pinon Brittle
Red and Green Chile jellies
in old-fashioned jars
New Mexico pistachios
in attractive 1 lb. gift bogs

10% Discount with this coupon

10% discount with this coupon

(~\.(;t~lTS

HANDCRAFTED STONEWARE, POTTERY,
WEAVINGS, and FURNITURE OF NEW MEXICO

10% off
on all Pottery with coupon
306 San Felipe, Old Town Ph 765-5869

306 Son Felipe, Old Town

Ph 765-5869

ffietty Christmas

MUSIC BOXES
EL£-;\11-::'\CT.IJF Tl\1g, in 01.0 1'0\\"", h,t-; a falniii)LI~

Fot Chtiatmaa
lit•f,•t·ltLIII <1[

mu .. it' lm·w... - frill II
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Grandfath•r clocka
109 Romt•ro St. NW
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OLD TOWN Call 242.]89.5
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Come in for a FREE SamPle
SPECIALTY ADULT CANDIES
• suear free chocolate & hard candies • marziPan and truffles
·chocolate diPPed fruits
• molded chocolate & mints for all occasions
• Io varieties of fudee
• all cand11 homemade

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME! SEE OUR BACK ROOM
419 San FeliPe, N.W. Old Town Albuquerque. NM 243-6239

FLOWER

THE FINEST IN
CONTEMPORARY
SOUTHWESTERN
GIFTS
Special S.W.
Christmas cards and tiles
304 San Felipe N.W.
(across from the church)

Old Town ffietchelnts
Wish You A

Gfv• Th•m

Lotions, potions,
and

Authentic Mexican and
South American arts - crafts:
Hand Woven Rugs, Ponchos ani:l Shawls, Hand Blown Glass,
Carved Gourds from Peru, hand Made Toys, Potterv. ' and more

DINE WITH THE ·oLD WORLD CHARM
IN ONE OF THE OLDEST DINING ROOMS
IN THE UNITED STATES
ALSO ENJOY BROWSING IN
LA PLACITA'S GALLERY OF ARTS

Featuring Fine Southwestern Art
FOR RESERVATIONS

"A WORLD APART"
Oelidou'r
Me-iun ;and A.mcric;m food
Opeti 11 AM to 9 PM Daily
StJmmer Ho.,rc; til 9:30 PM

~ew

- - - I n ~;sloric _
___J
old town plaza N.W.

To Celebrate our 28th Christmas
serving you & your
Educated tastes
The Crazy Horse Gallery
is pleased to offer you
items from 3 Generations
of SEWELL family collections

Traditional POTTERY • BASKETS - JEWELRY
-BEADING CHIEF BLANKETS
(1 antique BEYETA • 2 CIRCA 1930's)

ALSO:
RETABLOS, carvings & paintings
by Eleanora.Sewell
JeWelry Originals
by Brice Sewell, Jr
#1 PATIO MARKET- OLD TOWill- OPEN 11-4
•NEVER ON SUNDAY

•

BUY UNIQUE GIFTS THIS CHRISTMAS:
10% off with this ad
In Old Town 2049 South Plaza N.W.
corner of Rio Grande and
South Plaza

LOCATED
IN OLD TOWN
400 San Felipe, NW. Suite 8
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104
open evenings every day
till CHRISTMAS
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Christmas Shop Has Diverse Display;
Something for Everyone Year-Round
1
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BREAKTHROUGH RAPID READING

Call Days, Even[ngs or Weeke-nds for Details
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The interior of the Christmas Shop in Old Town
By Johanna King

Caron Jacket and
Camisole with pleoted
pont .. bonded at the
waist with sh1mmering
sequins. All m silkiest
100% polyester. Copper. Sizes 6-14. Pont ...
$77, Jacket ... $77,
Camisole
$33. Skirt

... $75.
5820 Zuni SE ... (at Valencia)

Forl,286
different ways
to look gooa.
trust Pearle.
What makes our frame collection so
special isn't the number of choices. it's the
number of good choices.
But the best frame is the frame that looks
best on you. And !hats what our optician is
trained to help you find.
Because we're out to eam your trust.

PEARLE

The outside of the building is quite plain. There is a
lillie lawn divided by a walkway leading to a weathered
screen door.
The door squeaks as it is opened and sometimes needs
an extra push to get it loose, but once inside, the atmosphere changes completely. The smell of cedar is in the
air, melodies of Christmas carols hum in the background and the wann feeling of the holiday season is
sparked by visions of bright greens, reds and whites.
There are balloon ornaments hanging on Christmas
trees along wilh gold and silver sleds, churches and
balls; nutcracker figures of every size, shape and color
peer from a shelf; and pretty, lacy stuffed angels flout on
ivory clouds above.
Although this may be a traditional scene in December, it is a year-round description of the Christmas Shop
of Old Town.
"The feeling you get when you enter the Christmas
Shop is one of absolute joy," store owner Joyce Hannaum said of the shop, located at400 Romero N. W. in
Albuquerque's Old Town. "It makes people feel hap·
py. In fact, sometimes they'll come down year round
just 10 get into the holiday spirit."
Hannaum said that when she and her friend Sallie
Slclfox first moved to Albuquerque seven years ago.
lhcy decided Old Town would be a good place for a
Christmas novelty store. So, despite negative remarks
and pessimistic auitudcs of colleagues and friends, the
two women opened New Mexico's first such shop.
"A lot of people thought we were crazy when we
decided to keep the Christmas Shop open year round,''
Hannaum recalled.
But if it was a crazy idea then, it is a wonderful idea
now. The Christmas Shop has received nationwide
acclaim and is known by people across the country.
"We have regular customers who fly in from California and Denver just to visit the shop," Hannaum said.
"And, although we do atlract a lot of tourists, we arc

visited often by people from Albuquerque."
What makes the Christmas Shop attractive to so many
people is its display of original Chrislmas artifacts.
Hannaum gave as an example the ornamental ball series
the shop features. Each of the 15 glass balls reflecls an
image, designed by a local artist, of an ancient New
Mexico church. The first ball of the series displays the
San Felipe De Ncri Church of Old Town.
One of the favorite items among tourists, Hannaum
said, is the satin chile pepper.
Probably the most distinct aspect of the Christmas
Shop is its Nativity Gallery, located in aback room of
the slore. The gallery, Hannaum explained, prescnls
artistic scenes of the holy night from all over the world.
"We have comhusk nativity scenes from Germany
and Czechoslavakia, olive wood sets from Bethlehem,
handcarvcd scenes from Denmark and handcarved
stoncsets from India," Hannaum named as a few examples of the artwork in the Nativity Gallery.
Prices for the nativity scenes range from $12 to $600,
Hannaum said, but the shop is also the displayer of a
$3000 hand-carVed scene done by New Mexico artist
Leo Salazar, a wood carver whose work has been displayed all over the country including in the Smithsonian
Institute.
Although the shop docs receive crafts from all over
lhe world, the work of New Mexican artists, especially
those from Jemez and Acoma pueblos, dominiates the
displays.
The Christmas Shop has been so successful, Hannaum said, she and Stelfox decided to open a s:ttcllite
shop in the Northeast Heights, at the corner of Eubank
and Montgomerj, three months out of I he year.
And the Christmas Shop, according lo the owner, has
somelhing for everyone. "The shop docs not attract a
particular age group. which is marvelous. We get children with their oohs and aahs, college sludents and older
people and, when lhcy come in, they a11 get lhat special
feeling you get during the Christmas season.''

Christlllas Portrait
SPECIAL
December 5 through December 14
Studio Quality Portraits - $5.00
FAST- in time for Christmas

V1ston center

Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
West Central Plaza
4410A Central Ave. s.w.
B31·5326
Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A Menaul Blvd. N.E.
883·0077

4300 Central Ave. S.B.
268•2008

5 x 7 l>rint
double weight mat
Attractive folder provided
duplicates $2.50
Please tall for an appointment

Cecil Padilla, manager of retail
sales in the Albuquerque Post
Office, said corrugated cardboard
boxes should be used to protect
items sen! lhrough the mail. A box
with its bursting Slrength printed on
the side or bottom is usually an
adequate container. Thin-sided shoe
or hat boxes won't make it through
the mail, Padilla said.
Ordinary household masking tape
is inadequate for parcel post. Padil.la
said. Nylon filament or strapping
tnpc is the best choice.
It's also important to make sure
objects are securely packed inside
the box. Styrofoam chips arc lhe
best packing materiaL Padilla said.
because 11ewspaper tends to lose its

cushioning abiff1y.
Make sure all items fit snugly in a
box of appropriate size, he said.
An address label fastened with
clear tape should be on the top of the
?o~. An additional label Should be
ms1de the box in case the original is
torn off, Padilla said.
No box sent through the U.S. mail
should be more than 108 inches in
combined length and girlh and
should weigh no more than 70
pounds, Padilla said. Boxes should
be marked "fragile" or "breakable" as applicable.
Most boxes can be sent fourth
class parcel post, which is most economical. Packages can also be sent
b>: t~e more expensive but quicker
pnonty or express ma!l classes.
Packages destined for the East
Coast should be mailed no later than
Dec. 16 if they are to arrive before
Christmas. Shorter distances require
less time, but the earlier the better
Padilla said.
'
There are similiar weight and size
restrictions for packages sent
through the United Parcel Service.
A weight limitation of 50 pounds is
enforced for packages sent in the
state, while the same 70-pound limit
is used for packages sent out of state.
Customers using lhe UPS ground
service should allow about five to
six working days for delivery. UPS
also offers a two-day and an overnight air delivery service, but this
service is more expensive, particu·
larly for large and/or heavy packages.
One might also consider using
one of a number of overnight air
courier services. These scrvi~es are
among the fastest-growing
businesses in the United States and
arc represented by more than I 00
competing companies. lf you have
to get a package somewhere before
Chrislmas. these services will oct it
there - but for a price that is '::onsidcrably more than using the regu·
lar mailing services.

TRAILWAYS
INTRODUCES
THE INCREDIBLE

BETWEEN NOW AND
DECEMBER 24th, WE WILL
PAY A 3• PER LB. BONUS
FOR ALUMINUM CANS!

Many of these services will also

allo~ packages that arc. larger and

heav1er than the regular mail. One
leading company's Albuquerque
of~ic~ reported that packages
we1ghmg as much as 125 pounds
could b~ air-freighted, and may have
d1mcnswns as great as 120 inches in
combined length and girth and as
much as 62 inches wide. Many of
these companies also offer a twoday service, although most packages
are sent by the overnight service.

We also will pay top $$$for
all types of scrap metal.
call or come by.
Register to Win
A FREE Turkey

(Details at MeSil Scrap)

MESA
SCRAP
7021st St. NW
243-5374

MORE FOR
LARGE
QUANTITIES

~ '"'
THEY'LL
FORGET A
CHRISTMAS IN
THE BACKWOODS.·
Because special Christmas memories lasl a lifetime, you'll find a gift
Backwoods will too. For sklers, hunters, campers, or backpackers
i offer only the finest gifts, money can buy. Many are guaranteed not to
, wear out - for life.
This Christmas, give a gift from Backwoods. And our quality, like a good ·
memory, will be with them ...forever.

6307 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
Across &om Coronado Center
(505) 881-5223

LUMINARIA
CANDLE BLOCK

30~
EACH

··am•aox
SHIP NATIONWIDE. ONLY $0.95!
Redibox'" makes shipping simple, fast and Incredibly
inexpensive.
You can buy a Redibox'" container at anyTrailways terminal or
authorized dealer and ship it nationwide, all for one low price$1,1.95. Fill,it up (maximum 75lbs.)and bring it in to one of our terminals. Tra1lways takes care of lhe rest. It's that simple.
We offer overnight delivery within 500 miles, and 24 hour
delivery for a 1,000 mile shipment. It's that fast.
And yoor$11,95 includes carton, $100 free valuation, and
transportation anvwhere Trailways goes. It's thatlneKpenslve.
So stop by, your 1railw~ys terminal or au!ho.rize~ dealer today. ~uy
our new Red1box'" contamer and make shlpp1ng s1mple, fast and Incredibly inexpensive.

Featured by:

CREGO BLOCK CO.
6026 SECOND STREET N.W.

345-4451
ALSO AVAILABLE AT:
Sutherland Lumber
16241st N.W.

Baldridge Home Supply Center

300 2ND ST. SW
842-5526

Guaranteed seven calendar day delivery

NEED HOLIDAY CASH?

Proper Protection of Packages
Ensures Safe, Timely Arrivals
A good .strong box, sealed with
strapping tape, mailed well in advance is what's needed to make sure a
Christmas package makes it safely
and on time to its destination, a post
office manager said.

FINALLY I SPEED READING PROGRAM
CUTS YOUR
READING TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING COMPREHENSION OR RECALLI
FAST AND SMART ••• ISN'T THAT HOW YOU WANT TO READ?

n~., II

~Em

.Uy Steve Shoup

YOU CAN
LEARNTHATBOTH!
A
c;:..>·M.~
.PUI·.

Wrap

8531 lhdian School N.E.

ThiS offerttood on TraiiWays, hie, and partiCipating carrietS tor lriltirslate non commerc/Biuse only.
Rates arelermin;ii·IO·IEmnfnal, Special Express 5erVIces are also available on request. Check wrth
1ermltial agent for res1rfcted articles and des~ nations not served underttlls service, On9lirne
use only.

ON CAMPUS

Pllolo Suppll..
l'hoto Flnlthlnl
Dltcount ltrlc. .

Baldridge Home Builders Supply

UNM Photo

9-4:30 • 1820 Lat Lomas NE • 277·5743

•

205 Rio BravoS. W.
9900 Montgomery N.E.
900 W. San Mateo - Santa Fe

Houston Lumber

133 Sah I edro N.E.

4100 Southern Blvd. • Rio Rancho
104 North Secohd - Gallup

Allwood's

TreMart

.5315 Gibson S.E.
1201 Juan Tabo N.E.
4701 San Mateo N.E.
~~20 Cerrillos- Sahta Fe

. Cine Service

Furrow Building Supply

501 Otero N.E. - Socorro

Gallbp Lumber Co.
1724 South Second • Call up

.. ·
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Toys Good Christmas Presents for Kids and Adults
lly Dennis Pohlman

*Almost all stores carry many
JllOrc toys that arc designed for male
children than they do for female
children, At one locul shopping center, a store had devoted almost 80
percent of the av;1ilable shelf space
to male-oriente<] toys - everything
from $500 model train sets to $I. 99
supposedly realistic-looking horrible ll)Onstcrs. Apparently, parents of
male children expect their kids to be
interested in things like rodeo competition, jousting, carpentry and
skydiving, while the girls are purportedly interested in sewing, caring
for pets, hairdressing and cooking,
and there arc few unisex toys for kids
older than three or four years.
*The military is once again
popular, despite recent events in
Central America and the Middle
East. G.l. Joe has joined the Rapid
Deployment Force, and each is now
outfitted with at least two automatic
weapons and a helicopter gunship.
The success of science fiction films
has spawned more high-tech laser
weapons and evil beings to destroy
with them than one can imagine, and
your child can develop his survivalist skills with his own miniature
assault rifle and matching commando knife.
*For some reason even the
manufacturers don't understand,
this year's hottest-selling item is a
doll that l)as something to do with a
famous book called Mrs. Wiggs and
the Cabbage Pmch -and you
can't even sec a display of these
toys, because every little girl in
North America and Western Europe
wants one. Adults have been reported attacking one another to get
the last one in stores in rnajor cities,

On~

can sec it in their faces.
In any toy store in the city there

arc smiling children, children who
know that Christm<ts Day is fast
approaching. Parents arc hustling
ubout, trying to fin\! the uppropriatc
gifts for their little boys and girls.
The stores arc jammed, the cash registers arc singing, and merchants say
they arc enjoyiflg one of the best
hoi iday sales seasons in years.
But arc all the toys for children?
After all, it's the grown-ups who
buy the toys, and the grown-ups who
designed and advertised them. And
a visit to the toy store makes adults
smile, too.
Area toy store employees say
grown-ups seem to spend as much
time as children browsing through
the aisles of toys, and many employees suspect that some of those

Garfield is still popular with
kids.
toys aren't going to children.
A glance at some local toy stores
revealed a number of interesting
facts about what's on the minds of
American adults this Christmas, and
how the grown-ups see the biggest
U.S. holiday of the year.

Future Physicians
Scholarships with stipends available to prospective
medical students. We offer full paid tuition to any
approved medical school, plus books, fees, necessary
equipment and an annual stipend of $8,000.00 from the
Navy. Summer employment available in Naval Medicine.
Applications are being accepted now from students who
plan to begin medical school in August 1984. For additional information,

contact: 766-3895
NAVY MEDICAL PROGRAMS

Alexandria King

Cabbage Patch dolls have created nightmares fot parents
and toy distributors alike.
and retailers have actually asked the
media not to divulge where any of
the remaining dolls might be found.
Store owners just can't get them fast
a
enough, and in the eastern
grand jury bas been called to m~estl
gate whether there was a consptracy
to increase the demand for these toys
and thereby drive up the price by
withholding some from the market.

L.

* Cute animals are doing the best
of all. Gorillas, penguins, horses,
canaries, even wild boars are represented by cuddly and fuzzy stuffed
playthings. If one needs a gift for a
child of either gender. the best bet is
a cute animaL

Student Travel is offering
SKI Weekend Getaways!
price per person:
$89.00 double occupancy
$69.00 quad occupancy
february 10 to 12
price per person:
$61.00 double occupancy
$71.00 triple occupancy
$61.00 quad occupancy

Choose your weekend
or come along

Reservations are now

'

bring tn their deposits.

for ritore Information
catcd in the basement or
the New MeXh:::o Union

building. 277·2336

Call Student Travel for more information 277-2336
Reserve your seat now!
All deposits need to be made 30 days In advance
Final payment made 15 days before departure
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For friends who collect stuffed animals, try a cool
cucumber.
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Newborns
Learn from
Literature
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (UP()Chil\lren are never too young for
books, says an associate professor of
child studies.

'

''There is growing evidence,''
the professor says, "that language
development tends to be advanced in
children who have been exposed to
books very early in life."

rr
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NEW SELF-SERVICE COPY MACHINE WITH 11x17 PAPER

"This ability is evident at approxiinately 14 rnonths of age, when
children engage in 'book babble' a rhythmic babble full of intonations as if reading ~ nursery
rhyme - when looking at a book,"
Ms. Schickedanz says.

COLOR COPIER

OPEN
MONDAY- FRIDAY 8AM-9PM
SATURDAYS 10AM-4PM

''Without the book; they engage
in the usual 'conversational babble.'
This period lasts for two or three
months."

A little harder to find but worth it.

277-5031

LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
-

-

-

Books help children learn the dif·
ference between written and spoken
language, she says.

'"'..._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-~~ ..... ~-~~~ . . . ._ . ............. ~ ......................... ~ ....................... _

For babies from.birth to about five
months, she recommends cardboard
~ooks with siinplc, sharp. illustrali~ns that can be propped up in front
of them.
. . ._...,,,......,-...., . . . . & . . . . . -

. . .- . . . . . . . . . . . _
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Even the youngest wanted to add his
help to the occasion. Christmas
carols were sung constantly and kids
talked of what they wanted from
Santa Claus.

Deto·ur
By Rod Martinez
There was constant excitement in
the house for the next couple of
weeks, while gifts were being made
or bought at one of the local stores.
Wrapping the gifts was a big event
for the little ones. In many cases,
newspapers were used as wrapping
paper. Under the tree, these packages would look just as colorful as
those with store-bought wrapping
paper. Special gifts were made even
more colorful by using the comic or
sale sections.
Children welcomed the arrival of
more gifts to the pile under the tree,
They sneaked around and tried to
figure out what was in each package
by shaking and squeezing them, It
began to look more and more like
Christmas.
When Christmas Eve finally arrived, family members who lived far
away began arriving at the ·house.
The twinkle of the season's lights
were seen throughout town. The
time everyone had been waiting for
was fast approaching.

In the evening, the children ran to
neighbors' houses asking for the traditional ~oodies of Christmas. The
shouts were: "Oremos, oremos.
Angeljtos somas. Del cielo venimos. Para pedir, oremos, Si no nos
dan. oremos, puertas y vent an as
quebraremos,"
Residents then asked the kids to
get them a few pieces of wood from
the woodpile to keep the fire going.
When this was done, the children
received candy, .nuts or fruit. The
shouts could be heard in every
neighborhood as flour bags or pillow
cases filied with the traditional
Christmas treats.
Candles were seen in many windows, welcoming visitors. In
another part of town, luminarias or
farolitos decorated the outside of the
houses. In the distance could be
heard the singing of people as they
went from house to house.
Snow would begin to fall just about the time the children were returning home. They beaded for bed
to dream of the nice gifts they may
soon receive from Santa Claus.
They decided that since it had gotten
cold otJtside, they may as well snuggle up under the covers of their bed.
Parents gathered around the
Christmas tree, to warm themselves
by the fireplace and eat pin-ons as
they reflected on past years. Stories
abounded, as they tried to catch up
on news of other family members.
Somehow, Santa Claus sneaked in
during the c~nversation and left a

gunny sack stuffed with toys under
the tree,
At midnight, the children were
awakened to find out'iftheirdreams
had come true. Grandpa gathered
everyone around the tree to pray for
about an hour. After a few traditional religious hymns, known as alabados, were sung, the elderly gave
their blessings to all who had
gathered. The moment the kids had
been waiting for had arrived.
Food was brought out to eat and
sweet treats were found an over the
bouse, Grandpa took his place near
the tree with the kids an around,
while he passed out Santa's gifts,
There was much excitement in the
room, as Christmas carols were sung
and children ran to their parents to
display their newest toys.
Several hours l;~ter, parents realized there were only a few hours left·

of the night and sent the children off
to bed. It had been a long day. Daylight would soon arrive and many
family members would be stopping
by.
One was soon awakened by the
shouts of kids as they met friends to
talk about their gifts. The shouts of
"Mis Crismes!'' were heard as they
again sought treats from the neighbors.
It seems only yesterday that this
Christmas was a reality, but deep
inside .one knows it is the Christmas
of a long-ago childhood.

Display Advertising
More Than 150
Typefaces Available
131 Marron Hall
277-5656

HARVARD
BIKE HOUSE
Ross Mountain Bikes
New & Used
Ten-speeds
Expert Repairs

255-8808

137 Harvard SE
(Closed Sun, & Mon.)

Creativity Key for Local Artist
Marjorie Shapiro Stein

Diane Rhiena Halpern is CREATIVE. Even typesetters' caps cannot convey the spectrum of her art.
Not only does she make futuristic jewelry, she also
weaves wall hangings, fashions ceremonial goblets and
designs ceramic menorahs. How does she manage such
an array of creative pursuits?
''I create because I need to," she explained. "I work
16 hours a day. This year is a gift. ft's totally exciting to
be creative."
Halpern began throwing at the potter's wheel and
selling finished pieces when she was 12 years old. "I
stopped at 18 because of frustration. My ceramic pieces
weren't big enough or complicated enough."
To alleviate the dissatisfactions of working in a smaller me(!ium she went to Evergreen State College and
graduated with a degree in political science and television. ''The creative environment of television is huge
and more complex aesthetically. I loved video."
.
Halpern found the artistic contrast she needed while
working as a video technician for New Mexico's Public
Broadcasting Service. But when the creative there, too,
became confining, she decided to return to ceramics arid
to devote this year to art for personal satisfaction. ·
"My career is television and I'm detcrn1ined to go
back to it. Ultimately, I plan to blend television and art
into a dialectical relationship. For now, though, it's
fulfilling to work on wcavings, goblets and menorahs,"

the traditional candle holders used during Hanukkah to
commemorate the eight-day Festival of Lights.
''I particularly enjoy making menorahs, studying the
Hebrew letters. Creating the ceremonial candle holders
is a process of giving. Although menorahs arc specific
to the season, they're not exactly seasonal. I make them
at all times of year and I have buyers year-round.''
Some of Halpern's most exciting ideas blossom between 2 and 5 in the morning. Menorah designs are
usually conceived then and executed later in the day.
Each one takes many hours from inception of idea to
completion of project.
"Some menorahs arc made to hold candles. Some
burn oil and are specifically for outside decoration. Oil
menorahs are large - to celebrate the light and to
brighten the pathway for travelers.
"Each is distinct in color and design. They're glazed
and don't look metallic. I choose from a variety of
colors. My menorahs look older than brass or newer
than brass, depending upon their modern. or antique
structure; they're traditional and noli-traditional at the
same time.
"I.'ve designed menorahs for many people, bui especially for those whose approach to Judaism is cultural
rather than religious. These menorahs meet the needs of
the vanguard of Jewish people."
Halpern's menorahs are priced from $12 to $30 and
can be purchased, along with other original works, from
her studio in the North Valley.
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The Holidays
With A Friend

AT CAFE OCEMIA
Serving••••••••• ~,

Lunch
llfon.·Fri. 11·3pm
HAPPY HOUR
llfon.·Fri. 3·6pm
mmn<;l:'

l'Jlon.·Thuro. 5·111 pm

Fri.

fast, free
30 minute
delivery

Judith Schickedanz, of Syracuse
University, says books are an ideal
gift even for newborns.
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the first students Who
come by or caH the STU•
oeNTTRAVELCENTeR to·

It's Christmas time in New Mexico - a season when people gather
around the fireplace, eat pin•on nuts
and recall fond memories of past
Christmases.
Many New Mexicans started the
season with a trip to the mountains
where Grandpa was raised. He
looked forward to the ali-day adven.
ture because it gave him the chance
to visit with family while getting the
Christmas tree.
After a few stories and coffee, the
men of the family began searching
for that perfect pin-on tree. It had to
be just right for the comer of Grandpa's Jiving room where it would be
decorated, Clear blue skies usually
welcomed the searchers, but the
cold wind reminded them that this
was not the se;~,son to be outdoors.
At home, the women spent days
preparing food and treats for visitors
who might drop by. Sweet smells of
fruit, bizcochitos, pies and empanaditas were found in almost every
home.
As one walked in the front door of
Grandpa's house and took a position
near the estufa, or wood stove, to
keep warm, fruit, nuts or bizcochitos were offered.
Many girls got their first cooking
experiences by helping to make the
boliday treats, and everyone was
willing to work a little longer at
Christmas.
In the meantime, the tree was set
up in its usual place, with all the
children offering to help decorate it.

I By

Whatever one wants for Christc
mas, there is someplace to buy it.
And if one has time, a trip to the toy
store will det1nitely give one a shot
of the old Christmas cheer.

b~lng tak~n for Spring
Break In MAZATLANt Re•
servations are limited to

• Two nights hotel accomodations
• Round trip transportation
Albuquerque to Durango
• Shuttle to the Ski area each day
• Discount on lift tickets
• All taxes

!

* Real animals arc doing well this
year. too. Any sort of pet one could
name, and some one couldn't, arc
available, although particular breeds
and/or sizes and colors may have to
be specially ordered.

Call now
seats are
going
fast!
Mazatlan '84

Package price includes:

i

! '
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Student Travel Invites You
Ski P"rgatory
January 27 to 29

Christmas Traditions Similar Despite Time, Culture

Sat. 5· U :3\0pm

Domino's Dellveta
Fot Chtlstmaa

262-1662

\.

l

:

'

'
•1.50 off any 16" pizza. ·
one coupon per pizza.
expires 11·11-83

I

Fast Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.

262-1662
Now open for 'unch
Open everyday at 11 :oo

•.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
expires 11-11·83

I

Fast Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.

262•1662
Now open for 'unch
Open every day at 11:00
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EXPERIENCE
AIR FORCE
NURSING.

~

You could be one of the senior nursing students selected tor
the U.S. Air Force Early Commissioning Program (ECP). When
selected, you'll be commissioned prior to taking your state
bo;Jrd examination. As a newly commissioned nurse you will
attend a five month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility and have a head start In assuming the leadership re·
sponsibilities of an Air Force officer, Aim High! Accept the job
and challenge of the Air Force Nurse Corps. For additional
Information contact:
Darrel Moyer
292-3642

Happy
Holidays!

The Would Be Santa, a play in
three acts by Christy Mendoza,
will be performed Friday, Satur·
day, Sunday, and Dec. 16-18 at
the Albuquerque Little Theater.

Jly Philip Leath
Christmas Eve in a small, modem
town is intenupted by a little girl
who runs up and confronts a befud·
died man. "You've got to remember, tonight's Christmas Eve," she
screams. She assumes he is Santa
Claus, as do all the local children,
but the gentleman is uncertai.n as to
who he is and where he's from.
Albuquerque Little Theater
offers, this year, an original Christmas play by New Mexico native and
University of New Mexico graduate
Christy Mendoza. Directed by ALT
producing director Michael Myers,
the new script is one more admirable
step ill ALT's attempt to offer mainstream family theater while still pro·
duclng challenging and meaningful
plays. The play: The Would Be

,_..,

•

#Messiah' Sing Promises Fun

Santa.
The current production opens as
Alex, played by Fran Hensley. and
Mel, played by Jeff Hudson, have
been divorced one year. Cynically,
Alex lectures her 8-vear-old son
Norman to believe in the real things
he can see and touch.Shc is adamant
on destroying the myths ofthe Tooth
Fairy and Santa Claus.
Her son grasps onto unreal hopes
by demanding a space suit for
Christmas over his mother's more
pragmatic requests for a home computer. Norman wants very much to
sec his father as the first act ends
with everyone being startled by the
appearance of Mel in a Santa Claus
suit.
Meanwhile, the neighbor, played
by Karla Womble, has captured a
strange man in her yard who can't
identify himself, and she calls the
police.
The second act is full of all those
wonderful things that make the holiday season sometimes so difficult,
but so individually important.
Mamie, played by ALT veteran
Jean Thompson, lives with Alex and

WILD RICE
JARLSBURG CHEESE
BRIE/CAMEMBERT
PECANS IN THE SHELL
PISTACHIOS RSTD/SALTED
CRANBERRY NECTAR JUICE

~coJ

$6.99/#
$2.99/#
$1.76/8 oz. Round
$1.43/#
$4.99/#
$1. 99/QT

U0tJ©ulJU@lfuD'u'©J CS©©©J

©©Cl@[~

-a natural foods grocery106 Girard Blvd. S.E.
Phone 265-4631
Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30am-7pm
And Sunday 11am-4pm

Scott Caraway

If the snow won't come to Albuquerque, Albuquerqueans can go to the snow atop the crest
of the Sandias.

By Marjorie Shapdo Stein
So shall my word be that goeth
forth ...

It shall not rerum 1111/a me void
But it shall accomplish that which I
please

And it shall prosper .•.

A scene from the Albuquerque Little Theater's production of
The Would-Be Santa.
herson Norman and subtly goes ab"I missed teaching." Myers conout influencing Alex and Mel's rela- fided during a recent interview (he
tionship.
taught at University of California at
All the while, the audience is Riverside), "then realized all the
allowed and even encouraged to be- teaching that goes on naturally in
lieve that the strange forgetful old good theater. Because of our size.
man could be anybody.
we must offer some commercial proThe final act is touching and ducts, but our size also allows us to
troubling - the children arc frantic experiment." l'o support Myers
that this man, who effects even the statement, one need only look back
cold·hearted Alex, must leave on his at the theatrical offerings of A Doll's
Christmas rounds. The older sages House, View from the Bridge,
of the town must search for rational Whose Life Is It Anyway,andHosways to explain away existence of tage.
this weird man who feels a compelling urge to go somewhere.
To say that there is a story within a
stoty here is too simple, yet any
more would complicate the obvious.
Mendoza has created a simple,
touching, identifiable and fascinating approach to a centuries-old
situation.
Producing director Myers must be
If The Would Be Sama is one of
applauded for his choice to opt for those experiments, then it must be
something other than guaranteed, branded a success.
staple "commercial success."
Please, go see it with a child Myers, who took over in 1980 from
like your spouse or lover, or mother
the legendary Bemie Thomas, has or father, or brother or sister, or all
come a long way from the Thomas- of the above. Christmas and this
era plethora of sex-based, mindless play were meant for children like
comedies.
you and me.

wh~retmto

I sent it.

Isaiah 55: II
Messiah, composed by the early
18th century master of baroque
George frideric Handel, has prospered into a worldwide Christmas
tradition, The oratorio in all its magnificence is celebrated throughout
the holiday season.
Traditional and non-traditional
performances are equally popular:
the audience listening to a polished
choral ensemble pays the same tribute as those standing to sing along.
Between the formal and infom1al
approaches is the sing-in and for the
second consecutive year Albuquet·
queans will have the opportunity to
share one such Messiah experience.
l'hc second annual Messiah SingIn will take place at the First Baptist
Church, Central and Broadway, on
Saturday. Following last year's pattern, participants will meet for the
first time and rehearse once - from
2 until 5 p.m.- then perform the
Christmas portion of the oratorio at 7
p.m. Saturday. This will be a nonprofit perf0m1<mce; any donations
will be given to the Storehouse.
The 1983 Messiah Sing-In will be
conducted by John Clark, director of
the University of New Mexico
music department of choral activi-

Traditional Southwestern Treats
Simple To Make, Simpler To Eat
By Camille Cordova
Bizcochitos- for centuries, the unique flavor of this Southwestem holiday tradition has delighted both children and adults alike. Its mild cinnamon
taste, accented by the Mediterranean spice anise distinguishes this cookie
from simple sugar cookies, but making them is not much more difficult- it
just takes the right ingredients and a little patience.
Bizcochitos
6 cups sifted flour
3 teaspoons baking powder
I teaspoon salt
I pound butter or margarine
1 and Y2 cups sugar
Z teaspoons anise seed
2 eggs
\1.1 cup brandy (or more)
V4 cup sugar
I tablespoon cinnamon
~ift flour with baking po;vdcttmd salt. Cream shortening with ~ugar and
an1se seed. Beat eggs until light and fluffy; add to the crcarncd mixture. Add
flour mixture and ~randy and mix tlntil well blended. Use only cnollgh
brandy to form n stiff dough.
Kn~adslig~tly. Let dough set 2-3 hours in the refrigerator. Pat or roll to V..
or !1,-mch thick and cut in fancy shapes.
Ina separatebowl, mix the V.. cup sugar with I tablespoon cinnamon. oust
the top of each cookie with the cinnamon mixture.
Bake at 350 degrees for 10 tnhiutcs or until lightly browned,
Note: the flcur-dc-lis shape is traditional for these cookies.

ties. "r don'•!know exactly what I'll than exact execution of the more de·
find," he said, "I have always done licate passages,' • concurred MontMessiah with a very rehearsed chor- gomery.
us. l've never tried anything like this
A Messiah sing-in generates enerbefore.
gy, enthusiasm, and excitement for
"But I'm certainly not upset or participants and audience and is a
concerned because people love to source of delight for every person
sing the work. And I love conduct- involved.
ing it. I will admit to a bit of curios"If I weren't doing Messiah I'd
ity, though, about what's going to feel as if something important had
happen."
left me,'' Clark concluded. "I love
John A. Montgomery, minister of the work, it's part of my life each
music at First Baptist, mirrored year. Christmas wouldn't be right
Clark's enthusiasm. "We'll have without Messiah. And this year if
more than 100 voices, a chamber everyone's hean is in it, that's what
orchestra, nine soloists and organ matters. That will be my satisfac··
accompaniment. We're fortunate to tion."
have Donna McRae among the
soloists, Roland DeRose (minister
of music at Trinity Methodist) orga- 1
at 131 Marron 1
nizing the instrumentalists and l------H.JIII. _____ _.
Edwina Beard (from Canterbury
Chapel) as accompanist,"
Montgomery himself will be one
of the soloists. He has sung Messiah
numerous times and believes
"doing Handel's music justice one
of a sing-in's many challenges.
"Reverend Rix Tillman set a
commendable precedent which I
hope will become an Albuquerque
tradition,'' Montgomery continued.
"Messiah's message is one of
Christian conviction; it is also one of
the great classic works to sing."
"People wall! to sing Messiah,''
re-eniphasized Clark. "They like
working together, making a concerted effort toward something
that's part of the season."
Both Montgomery and Clark
agreed that a Messiah sing-in has the
advantage of collective spontaneity
and the disadvantage of technical
imperfection. "The performance
cannot be technically polished,"
Clark explained. "And the conductor must be willing to accept less
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At Harvard & Central

Why pay more

CAMPUS BICYCLE

1'
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no hidden cost
$14.55 value

Wed. 7 - Sat. 10

A complete hair style
not a super cul!ll
Please ask for
Roxanne .or Anna
Atrlsco Plaza
• 4201 central NW•
836·0078

APPETITO'S
.69 BREAKFAST
HAS RETURNED
2 eggs, hash browns, toast & jelly
Good Til11a.m. Daily

2 SLICES OF
ALL CHEESE PIZZA
FOR $1
Expires 12·17·83
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'hr. is.tmas Season Movie Glut Upon. Us

Think Snow
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By Craig Chrissinger
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Mann
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by F. Paul Wilson, is described as a
tree e
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"gothic horror talc of the ~upernatu- Sc.ot~~~ei:t~;, Who Loved Women is
raJ" set inGcrman-occupted Ruma. · · dy from Blake Ed· · d · · g World War· II · Nazi' the d1atest
come
·
!)Ia urm
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Reynolds stars ·as· an m.forces are haunted by the. unknown ::;a~·! ;assionate 'wo;oll-known
in the Keep. a mystedous black sculpto~ in Los Angeles w. ho seeks
monumental structure that was built
h.
t J u I! e
•111 t·he medevial ages, they discover,
help from psyc tatns
····

·
Michael Apted, is based on Martm
Cruz Smith's novel. This thriller focuses on the efforts of Moscow
homic.lde investigator Arkady
Renko (William ijurt ) to so I ve
several brutal murders while fig_hting Russian bureaucracy and falling
·ln.. love with a beautiful dissident.
Lee Marvin also stars.

It has often been said that there arc
two things in life people can be sure
of- death and taxes.
Perhaps one more thing should be
added to that list. Namely, the glut
of movies that is sure to be released
every summer t1nd Christmas.
This holiday season is no exception. The major motion picture. studios tem1tively plan on the nattonal
release of no fewer than 15 films in
the next five weeks.
Based on conversations with studio publicists, these movies incll!dc:
• The /Jud(/V 5)'slem is the story
of two people: a truant offtce~ and a
sin!!lc mother (Richard DrcyllLS and
Susan Sarandonl. wlw become
romantically involved while dealing
with her disillusioned son.
fJC/lristine. John Carpenter
brin!!s Stephen Kin!!'s novel to the
hi g ;crccn. It's the story of a teenage
ronnmtic triangle involving Arnie
cKcith Gordon), Leigh (Alexandra
Paul) and a rather unusual 195H Plymouth Fury. The macabre events of
the plot arc triggered by the car's
uncxplnincd malevolent supernatural powers. J~hn Stockv.:ell plays
Arnie's best fncnd, DenniS.
• D.C. Cah is a comic story of
how a hunch of misfits find themselves. Adam Baldwin joins a cab
company in Wn>hingto.n, D.C:, and
instills a new sense ol pndc m the
cahhics. When he is ki<hwppcd, the
drivers hand wgcthcr into a cohcsi~c
unit to search for him. The movtc
nlso stars Gary Busey. Mr. T. Irene
Cam and Max Gail.
[]The Dre.rseris a look behind the
scenes at life und relationships in a
British touring stage company during Wodd War II. Albert Fi~?cY, is
an aging lead actor wh~ has a,, pal!l·
ful. humorous and pOignant rela·
tionship with his wardrobe man, or
dresser, played by Tom Courtenay.
• Gorky Park, directed by

0 Tl 1e K eep, based
· on the novel

Ski Season Is Promising

Andrews. The product! Oil IS based
· h d'
on Frenc
1rec·tor Francot's Truf~
faut's I 977 film' L' Homme Qul

Aimait les Femmes. .
'
.
DThe Rescuers/Mickey s Chmtma.1· Caro I'IS wa It D')S ne· y's of~ert'ng
'' ·
to the family audienc:e· _In !he Res-

By Jim Wiese11
Technically, the season is fall, but
the brisk breath of winter's call is
already felt, reminding one that"
Christmas, family and posole are
just a few weeks away,
The fallen leaves swoop in waves,
searching for sheltered refuge, The
sun's slice is cut low, its presence
brief. Still water turns to ke, rain
turns to snow .
Snow Jays down a firm bedding
on the high slopes for thousands of
skiers to experience and challenge.
Knee-deep powder becomes ones
·writing pad - the skis a writing instrument for one to carve their unique strokes in .the virgin snow.
Many people will be in search of
the subtle humps, the steep slopes
and the unique mix of sun and snow
that bless New Mexico's mountains.
University of New Mexico ski
Coach George Brooks simply described skiing in New Mexico as the
"best in the world, The sun shines
and the snow is good."
"Very rarely back east do they
have powder snow. They have a lot
of ice because of the high humidity.
The Pacific Northwest has very
heavy, moist snow. In New Mexico,
the snow doesn't pack as good due to
the dry climate, which. is ideal,"
Brooks said.
Ernie Blake, part owner of Taos
Ski Valley, lived in Switzerland and
spent much of his time there skiing
the slopes at St. Moritz. "None of
our (New Mexico's) resorts arc as
big as the ones in Europe. But in

cuers, an orpha.ned gtrlls ktdnapped
t
d on page 27
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of the rain.

THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS
the tevo/u/ionary 1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo through
ptt·atlv cou,rseset up on campus.
STUDENT with a driver~ license and studenllD is eligible
performance driving skills.
and FREE OF CHARGE
winner (best lime without penalties} at/his campus WINS A TRIP
DAYTONA BEACH. FL during Spring Break lo compete wtlh 70 other
college winners in the National Championships.

.;Tuition
.;Required Books
,.,Required Lab Fees
»Required Equipment Rental
and More Than $579.00 Monthly Stipend
For Details contact
Msgt Derrell J. Moyer
Air Forte Medical Placement OHice
2125 Wyoming NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112
Phone 2~~3..&!2:::-.

$18.75
~
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HENNAS OR $15 75
CELLOPHANES
"·
• TINTS e BLEACHES • STREAKINGS
• CELLOPHANES
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
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Color TOO!

2935 Louisiana N.E.
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PoETRY REAdiNG and BooksiqNiNq

1

YOUR CAREER •••
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FOR HIS NEW BOOKS

fiCI)tiQ'
(COLLECTED SHORT STORIES)
AND
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eartl) power comiQ4
(SHORT FICTION IN NATIVE AMERICAN LITERATURE)
WITH

Win the use of a 1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo for one year.
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP PRIZtS

All wtnners also recetve a tree magdZtne s:ubsCtiPhOn to

Motor Trend Car CtaJI. Car and D11ver. or Hot Rod
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To be your best, learn from the best. Atl'owers, you'll
get professional training in the course you choose.
Modeling • Personal Improvement • Interior Design
Fashion Merchandising • TV Acting Drama

c· ALL N·ow
·
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LARRY LITTLEBIRD
ANNA WALTERS
GEARY HOBSON
LUCI TAPAHONSO

~the ~!!~~~!::pM

CLL.~fW"P~..

888• 29 33 C'
270t ~~nMa~:e~ N.e~

Do you like
coffee
Let me pour
you a cup
for 5 cents
or FREE
with any purchase!
See details below

SIMON ORTIZ

!

1st Place -SS.OOO scholarshiP and the use of a Dodge
Day lone Turbo for one year
2nd Place. $3 000 scholarship and the use ol a Dodge
Daytona 1urb61or one year
Jtd Place. $2.000 scno!arsh1p and 1M use ol o Dotfge
Dt;ytonti tvrbo for one year

Good Luck
With Finals
UNM Students

WITH

',

!~~

1st Place . Tt,p Ia C\C~ytona Beach. FL
2nd Place . Dodg« Daylono Roc1ng Jacket
Jrd Place. Dodge DCiylona Racrng Jackel

continued on page 2 6

All Day Long During Closed
& Finals Weeks!

I

r~

I

CAMPUS PRIZES

GIVE YOURSELF ANQ A FRIEND
A BREAK FROM THE BOOKS!

OUR SCHOL:ARSHIPS INCLUDE:

(includes cut)

Is coming!

~~E~~~:;-

lfyou're planning a.careerin medicine you owe itto yo.ur.selfto
find out about the. Air Force's Health Professions Scholarship
Program.
Qualified U.S. citizens can receive scholarships for medical or
osteopthic school.

__
rPerm
__...,,., Color Too!
PERMS

termediate" and 18 percent as "adv·
anced.''
Angel Fire is open daily from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Ticket prices are $!8
for adults and $10 for children, but
are h:df price until some other runs
are open.
Cbmdcroft: Cloudcroft Ski Resort, located two miles east of
Cloudcroft, opened Dec. 3 with a
28-inch base at midway .
45 percent of the runs are beginner, 25 percent intermediate, 30 percent advanced with a 750-foot ver
tical drop.
Cloudcroft is open daily from 9
a.m. to4 p.m. Ticket prices are $15
for both adults and children.
Red River: Last year was a good
year for Red River. They had more
than 100,000 skier-days. This year
looks to be as good, said Drew
Judycki, a representative of the ski
resort. "We had the biggest Thanksgiving ever and presently the entire
mountain is open except for a few
expert runs, "
Judycki said the resort has a 27inch base and received six inches of
new snow last week. 35 percent of
the runs are beginner, 45 percent
intermediate and 2.0 percent advanced with a 1500-foot vertical
drop.
Red River is open daily from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Ticket prices are $16
for adults, $9 for children.
Rio
Costilla: Located just one mile from
the Colorado border, Rio Costilla
has excellent conditions presently
but will not open until Dec. 16. The

EDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS

The yearly tradition of setting up luminarias at the University president's residence was accomplished Friday night in spite

TODAY! FREE!
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1r Sigma Chi Fraternities
Wednesday, November 7th 9AM • 4PM
Parking lot south of La Pasada dining hall

Europe, the skiing is done above the
tree line where the snow is not as
good because of high winds. In New
Mexico, we ski through the trees,"
Blake said. "The skiing here is superior in climate and snow.''
This ski season is off to a fast start
in New Mexico, Five ski areas are
already open with the other five major areas scheduled to open later this
month.
Last year was a banner year for
many of New Mexico's ski resorts.
Taos had a record year with 255,000
skier-days, just short of 1979's record o£265,000 skier days. "Skierdays" is a term. in a formula which
calculates the number of season tickets, daily tickets and half-day tickets
purchased.
Sugarite and Sipapu, which serve
mainly skiers from Texas, Kansas
and Oklahoma, received too much
snow last season and was inaccessable to many skiers,
Listed below are the I 0 major ski
areas in New Mexico and three of
Colorado's hot spots:
Angel Fire: Located 12 .miles
south of Eagle Nest, Angel Fire has
20 miles of cross country runs, but
attracts both Nordic and downhill
skiers.
·
One beginner and one intermediate slope are open currently. Other
runs are projected to open in midDecember. The area, which rcce.ived five inches of fresh snow
Sunday, has 18 inches in the village
area.
35 percent ofthe runs arc listed as
"beginner," 47 percent as "in-

Booi{artd Porlodicals

•

81!06 •

(505) 265·9473
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We Serve
Homemade
Pastries!
Doughnut Holes • • • • • • • • . 5¢
Cake Doughnuts .•..•.•• 20¢
Glazed Doughnuts •••••• 25¢
Sweet Rolls, Bear Claws,
Maple Bars, Jelly·filled
Doughnuts ............. 35¢
Chocolate Chip, Sugar,
Oatmea I Cookies ••••• , • 29¢
Small Brownies .•••••••. 25¢
Large Brownies • '"' •••••. 35¢
Thars rlghtl At New Mexico Union Food Service we've rolled coffee prices back
to 5¢; or FREE wllh any food purchase! FREE coffee to keep you awake during
those long hours of studying! Come to the Union during Closed and Finals weeks
and en)oy FREE coffee with a meal or your favorite snack. Offer valid only for
students, faculty and staff of UNM.

.

(i00DI

MeXIco union FOOd serviCe
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Ski-----

catcd 16 miles Northwest of Ruidocontinued from page 25
so, opened Thanksgiving.
areu, the newest ski resort in New
Area officials report 41 inches at
Mexico, Nports J Vz feet of snow at
midway
with two inches of fresh
the top.
20 percent of the runs arc bc!(in- snow Sundlly.
40 percent or the runs arc beginner, 53 percent inlcrmcdiate and 27
ncr,
40 percent intermediate and 20
rx:rcent advanced, with a 90fHoot
percent
advanced with a 2.1 00-l'oot
vertical drop.
The area is open duily from 9 a.m vertical drop.
Sierra Blanca is open daily from
to -1- p.m. Tkkct prices arc $12 for
8:45
a.m. to 4 p.m. Ticket prices ;1rc
adults. $6 for children but for a
group or 15 or more, only $8 per $20 for adults .. $12 for chidrcn.
Sipapu; Sipapu opcns their seaperson.
son Saturday with n 20-inch base.
Sandia Peak: Only 45 minutes "lndicatiolll me that we will have a
from AlbuqliCrquc by car or 14 migood year," snid Bruce Bow!andcr.
nutes hy the world's longest rnun- Sipapu mountain mam1~er.
. ,
way, Sandia Peak Ski Rcsnrt ,,ffe"
Sip;1pu. located 25 ntt~cs n?rth of
2S miles ol' trails ran~in;c fn'm T;ltlS. has 17 percent of their runs
novice to <.'xpett.
l!C.trcd for beginners. 42 percent inNancv Baker. a n:pr ..~,\.·nt..tti\1.?' "'r icnnedintc and 2'1 percent udvanccd.
Sandia i>cak, said the pcJk re••'r,kJ 111th an 800-t'nut vertical drop.
I LUlOO skkr-davs ht't \car. a ne"
The ur~a is upen daily from 9:30
record. The previ(>us high h1r Sandi<l a.m. to 4 p.m. Ticket prices arc SIS
Peak was X5,000 skicr-d•tY' in l <lXD. for both adult and children.
Baker said the area received eight
Sugal'ite; Sugarite. located 12
inches of new snow Friday. und cur- miles north of Raton, opened
rently ha<o o 20-inch base at mid- Thanksgiving day. Currently the
point. "We will open as soon as we area hus 34 inches <1l midway with
!!d another big snowfall,'' she suid.
six. inches of new snow in the last
Ten percent of the runs arc begin· week.
ncr, 80 percent intcnncdiate and 10
29 percent of the runs arc beginpercent advanced, with a I ,900-foot ncr, 42 percent intermedi<~te and 29
vertical drop.
percent advanced with a 800-fool
The area is open daily from 9 a.m. vertical drop.
to 4 p.m. Lift ticket prices are $16
Sugarite is open Thursday
for both adults and children. Tram through Sunday, 9 u.m. to 4 p.m.
prices arc $7.50 for adults and $5.25 Ticket prices arc $14 for adults, $12
for students.
for children.
Taos; Blake haE instilled a EuroSanta Fe; Suntu Fe can challenge
anyone's ability. especially when pean atmosphere at Taos, which is
the big poma is open, The nreu, lo- New Mexico's biggest ski valley.
About 5R inches of snow covers
cated 16 miles nmiheastofSantu Fe.
the
ski valley presently. So why isn't
ha~ 35 inches at midway.
18 percent ()['the runs are begin- it open'! "We didn't get our first
ncr. 41 percent intcnncdiute and 41 snowfall until just before Thankpercent advanced, with a 1600-foot sgiving so they (the owners) decided
not to open until Dec. 15," said Sanverti~al drop.
Santa Fe. with their new triple- dra Dubois, a secretary at the resort.
chair lift opening Dec. 12, charges "So, many of the workers arc not
$17 for an adult uckct ami $8 for here yet."
Taos is famous for its expcrtski
children.
runs,
but, to the surprise of many
Sierra lllnt•ca: Sierra Blanca.lo-

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

MERRY CHRISTMAS
GYROS-Served on a pita bread with Grecian
dip
SOUVLAKI-Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD-with pita bread
BAKLAVA-for dessert
We now have Beer and Wine!!
106-A Cornell Dr. SE

CROSS-COUNTRY
SKI SPECIALISTS
nnt•im1ed from pf!ge 24
the authorities don't know it.
and 13ianca, 111embers of the
'""lrlwide "Mice Squad," go on a
journey to find her. It is
on two novels by Matjery
Christmas Carol marks
return of the famous mouse to the
screen for the first time in 30
. Mickey plays Bob Cratchit,
overworked, underpaid emoyee of Ebenezer Scrooge
McDuck) in this adaptaCharles Dickens' A Christ. Other Disney characters
Donald Duck, Jiminy CrickGoofy.
Scarface tells the sometimes
story of a Cuban exile (AI
who rises and falls .in
·""~'''"billion-dollar cocaine busiThe controversial film was
urec:tca by Brian DePalma,
.D Silkwood is based on the true
of Karen Silkwood, a plutoworker who died in a
nv<:leriml< car crash while on her
deliver evidence of radiation
to authorities. Meryl Streep
in the title .role. Kurt Russell
her boyfriend and Cher porher best friend and co-worker.
Sudden Impact is the fourth
Hany Callahan film with Clint
~ast:wo:od in the title role. The San
police officer is pursuing
while others attempt to
him for the death of a
Mi,ebpu' •

Purgatory Reson Pholo

Skiers like to 'crash the trees,' even with all the groomed slopes available.
skiers. has 18 percent of their runs
labeled beginner and 2S percent intermediate. Still, that leaves 54 percent of the runs labeled "advanced/
expert," challenging indeed.
Taos is open from 9 a.m.to4 p.m.
daily, Ticket prices arc $20 for
adults, $12 for children.
Purgatory: Purgatory, located 20
miles outside of Durango. opened
Nov. 23. Pureatory, who had arecord year laSt year with 277.000
skier-days, has a 47 inch base currently.
The village ccntet. a newly constructed area, is partially open and
should be completed by Jan. 1.

Purgatory is open daily from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Ticket prices S 19 for
adults, $7 for children.
Wolf Creek: Wolf Creek ski area
has 60 inches of snow. The high
temperature for the area Monday
was one degree.
A new triple chairlirt is in operation and all slopes were reported
open.
Telluride: Telluride ski resort is
one of the best kept secrets in Col·
orado. "We've never really been
overt about marketing the area.
Most of our skiers con1c by word of
mouth." Ralf Garrison, a Telluride
employee said.

Student Christmas Wishes Vary Little;
Most Want Cars, High Grades as Gifts

Open MON- FR111•B

ranging from $50 Ill $300 were ex·
pcctcd from both parents.
Several students asked for peace
What do University of New Mexor "no nukes;" these comments
ico students want for Christmas'!
The New Mexico Dailv Lobo sur- usually followed more practical
veyed students on campus last week wants, such as an electric typewriter
to discover the answer to this puz· or "a charge card with no upper
zling question, with interesting re- limit." Andy Pepper, Alvarado Residence Hall president. was torn be·
sults.
A new car was on the lop of the tween "leather gloves and an end to
Christmas list for almost 30 percent world hunger."
of those students questioned, though
The siirvcy revealed a stt(lng
less than 5 percent. expected to get travel bug among the student body.
the type of car they wanted. Porsche
to Europe being the most popu·
was the most papular choice, fol- trips
lar choice. Less ambitious students
lowed by Mercedes.
wanted air tickets to visit family and
Parents of VNM students will be
gratified to hear that a high pcrccn· friends within the United States.
tagc wanted to see their moms at
Mahy students expressed disChristmas. Fathers were largely appointment at Mt being able to go
ignored; although gifts of money home for the Christmas vacatiou,
especially those involved in foreign
exchange and scholarship progrJms.
Lobo basketball team member Paul
Connery from Liverpool. England.
wanted shnply "to go hotne." Dun·
can Cruickshank, a Scot on the Lobo
swim team, was more specific, ''1
want mum and Glenfiddich whis·
key.'' Forcigp students almost
unanimously voted a trip home as
their ideal Christmas present.

By Sh!!roh Comiskey
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BOOKS

Latest Editions!

Praclice Jests :denlicat to actual Jests
1n format scope trme frame an.d level
of d•lf•cutty to InSUre your exam·readr·
ness All ouest1ons are answered In
deta•t
Complete rev:e.w rnatenat 1n each
baak. plus many new features rmver
oefore Included 1n a tesl preparat•on
book

UNM Bookstore
''
''
1.

\

The area set a record last year with
125.000 skier-days. Garrison, marketting manager nt Telluride, said
the area could hold over 400,000
skier-days so their "is definitely no
waiting in lines for lifts."
Garrison said the skiing currentlly
is "as good us it's ever been at this
point. It's unusual for this much
snow (47 inches at midway) to come
at this early in the year."
.
Telluride has I 5 percent of thetr
run~ geared for beginning skiers, 55
percent for intermediate and 35 percent for advanced,
The area is open daily from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Ticket prices arc $IS for
adults, $8 for children.

II

With closed week underway,
pharmacy major Frank Fazio spoke
for many students asking for
academic excellence. "lfl had a 4.0
1could get anything else I wanted. •'

Difference~

in answers given by
male and female students were
minimal with roughly equal numbers wanting cars, individual microcassette players, stereos, clothes.
More girls viewed the Christmas
present question as a romantic
escape rather than a practical acquisition. Tara Looney, sport sdcn·
cc major, was emphatic about her
wish to spend Christmas. vacation
with movie star Richard Gcrc and
several guys asked for a nice girl to
spend the holiday with.
Students exhibited a taste for lux·
ury with requests ranging from
Jacuzzis to jets. Resident advis~r
John Brockwell envisioned the ultt·
mate in dotm dcco, a log fireplace in
his room.
Jerry Stoughton, ~tudcnt munagct
at La Posada Dining Hall, exhibited
a latent megalomania with hi~ request for "my own islund where l
can ru lc as monarch and absolute
dictator."
The survey proved UNM students
have plenty ofimagination concern·
ing the gifts they warlt, but many
indicated some doubt as to whether
they would actually receive the gifts
of their choice. Students agreed that
it wa.5 the thought atld !lot the
amount of money spent on the gift
which WM.tnost i!.DPOtlilDL~- -· ~· .....

D To Be or Not To Be is a comedy

Finest Cross-Country
Ski Equipment Available
, .. -1r:'~ ~~\ Affordable Prices

education . To do so, she dresses up
as a male to attend rabbinical sc!JOol.
Yentl's life is soon complicated by
romantic relationships with Mandy
Patinkin and Amy Irving. Strejsand
directs from a screenplay based on
Yent/, The Yeshiva Boy by Isaac
Bashevis Singer.

about a Shakespearean touring company that tries to help the Polish
underground during World War Il.
Mel Brooks and Anne Bancroft star,
The film, directed by Brooks, is a
remake of the Jack Benny/Carole
Lombard production.
• Two of a Kind reunites John
Travolta and Olivia Newton-John.
Travolta, a would-be inventor, gets
in trouble with loan sharks. and robs a
bank. Bank teller Newton'John double-crosses Travolta by giving him a
bag of paper and keeping the money.
"Opera is so alive," Marilyn TylThe two are given a week to prove er, professor in the University of
their worth to the angels, Scatman New Mexico's department of opera.
Crothers is featured.
of her profession. "It .is a
D Uncommo11 Valor tells the story said
wonderful escape."
of Marine Colonel Jason Rhodes
With finals rapidly approaching,
(Gene Hackman), a man obsessed students can understand the need for
with finding out what happened to an escape, and the UNM Opera Stuhis MIA son in Vietnam. Rhodes is dio's free performance tonight in
left with only one course of action Keller Hall will prove to be such an
after other efforts fail - a raiding outlet.
mission in(o the Asian country with
a company of six Vietnam veterans.
''Panoramic View of Opera,"
It also stars Fred Ward, Reb Brown which begins at8:15 p.m., will take
and Harold Sylvester.
its audience on a delightful journey
• Yentl is about a young woman through the history of opera, recol(Barbra Streisand) who ventures lecting 18 classic pieces.
into a world open only to men,
The performance will present
Yentl's father, a respected Jewish UNM voice students in solos, duets,
scholar, inspires her to pursue an trios and quartets,

/~~~~ ~

I

UNM Presents
Opera Classics

.

SALES/RENTALS

THE \
WILDERNESS. J\
CENTRE '

2421 SAN PEDRO NE
884-5113

,STAR')"S Ff't'IPA¥ .· O~E WEEK ONLY
'~MIRACLE

OF LOVING, .."~LA.Times

n...Samud~~-

"lONELY HEARTS"

~Hughes Nonnan ~· AW- jon Finlayson
Julia Bltike .J<m<;Jban Hardy ~byPuu/ CQx 6 ]olm Clarlle
/'I'Oduadfr Adams Packer Film Productbns byjohn 8, M~
"""

~ ~byn....-...~~~IRIW,a
-byPuu/ Cox
~

......,.:b
,NJGHTLY:
e----7:30,9:30
SAT/SUN MATS: 3:30,5:30
Ne11t: "VALENTINA"

Students Can Now Qualify
For a MasterCard.
Qualifying for a MasterCard
will never be
this easy for you again.
IT'S EASY TO GET STARTED.
Students like you have unlimited potential, But even more than
there are a few Banks that believe in you right now. And they
prove it - by offering a new program with special relaxed require·
ments that enable college students 10 automatically qualify for a
MasterCard.

tha~

This is the easiest, fastest, and most certain way for students to gel
a MasterCard. And we prove it- by protecting with an Unconditional
Moneyback Guarantee. The MasterCard thai you can receive is the
same one that is honored by 3 million mercbanls worldwide -and
you'll have a credit line of at least $300. And this offer is good
regardless of your income, credit history. employment status, and is
good no matter where you live in the U.S.

BONUS

2¢ per lb.
for
Aluminum

ENJOY THE CONVENIENCE, SECURITY,
AND PRESTIGE OF A MASTERCARD.

Cans

But why do you need a MasterCard now7 Here are just a few of the
reasons· why:
ESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT HISTORY. The special relaxed requirements make this the easiest. fastest, and most
certain way for you to establish your credit history. In addition, a
MasterCard is the perfect credit reference to gei credit with
merchants and departmenl stores for T.V.'s, furniture, clothes,
sporting goods, major appliances. and auto loans. So you are now
able to build an excellent credit rating starting from scratch.

Bring your
Cans to 1815
Broadway NE
Receive the
Bonus--Plus
Enter our
**Mysterynn
Gift Drawing

SHOPPING AND TRAVEL CONVENIENCE. With a
MasterCArd, you have charge .privileges at more than 3 million
places around the world. So you can travel, dine, or shop for
things like a new stereo without carrying cash or having to worry
about getting your check cashed where they don't know you. Or
you can ordermail·order gifts ... reserve a hotel or motel room,,.
send flowers .. ~even reserve tickets to concerts, sporti'ng events,
and shows of all types.

--·-·-----------

HELP IN AN EMERGENCY. Charge gas, car repairs, and
servidng .•. at home or while traveling. For medical bills,
MasterCard is accepted by physichths, dentists, optometrists,
hospitals, phannacies. and veterinarians.

Name

CHECK·CASHING CONVENiENCE. A MasterCard is the
perfect 1..0. to help you gel your check cashed where they don't
know you. Or gel a Cash Advance at more than I 00,000 Banking
Institutions around the world,

Address

CHOOSE YOUR OWN PAYMENT PLAN, You can pay the
full amount of your bill at the end or the month, or ifyou prefer,
you can extend y?ur pa)'lllents over 36 months on a revolving
charge plan, Either way, you have the flexibility that only a credit
card can offer.

Phone no.

Good until withdrawn

--·-·---- .......

by EJIRP

.-. .... _~_

...

This is but a sample of what is available to you When you carry a
MasterCard. We will send you the names and addresses of the
banking institutions thai will issue you a MasterCard with NO
CREDIT CHECK. You'll also receive the little-known names of
numerous stores in your area that issue credit with NO CREDIT
CHECK, providing you have a MasterCard •.. so you can build your
credii. There is much. much more, and it's completely described in
our Credit Card Service Guide you will receive-and it's all yours for
just $20. And you lake NO RISK: you're protected by First
National's Uncondiiional Guarantee: if you should fail to get a
MasterCard after following the simple step-by-step instructions, you
"'ill receive a full refund.

THERE'S NO BETTER TIME
THAN RIGHT NOW TO APPLY.
So if you'd like to take advantage of these special relaxed requirements It> get a MasterCard -take a moment right now to fill out the
coupon and mail it to First National along With your payment This
could prove to be the most rewarding investment you will make this
year ..• and ror many years lo come!

Spedaf Note: Because of constantly changing credit conditions
and hank policies, we are unable ro know how long this special
program 11•ill continue to be in efficr. There[Qre, we urge you nor ro
delay. To ensure that y/Ju get your MasterCard, please rep/.1'
prompt~''· . . .

,•, • • • • MAIL NO·RlSK COOPON TODAY • • • • • • •
:
First National Bancard PublicatiOns
!
:
6531 Crown Blvd .• Suite 3A, San Jose. CA 95120
!

•
•
! Yt•.tll h•atJt w tnke dd\•atttage o./the--special rclaxtd rtqUireme.nts that :
: enable students to qualilY/ora MasterCard The MasrerCardo.ffe~d ltt ::
• thls sp~cia/ program [S the Sam~ ot1t that _Is .ht:Jnoted -~y J mi/Uon :
: busilressesarouud-tht world. and is goodfor shopping, dining, traveling, •
! and Cash-Adi;ances. I am enc/osin.g$20 with"tht understanding that I am
: also protected by_Pirst Natr'Onai's Uncandill'onal Gtl.arantte: iflftiilto gel
•.- a Masre;Card qftcrfo/lowing·lhr!simplesJfp-by-step ittsrructionsouttrned
: ;,, the Credit Catd Sen·fce Guide, I will receNe··a prompt and/u/1 refuNd.

••

: Print Name
: Address

•
,
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: School_~--~----------~-
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Arts

Sports

Play Recalls Hispanic Lege~d

Skills Center
3rd Floor Zimmerman Library
0

now
accepting applications
for Spring 1984
Writing tutors
Trig/Calculus tutors
Receptionists
IS

·
•
One of the oldest. H t~parnc
legends will con:te I? ltfe m ~?I"
laborative form htghhghtlng mustc,
dance and visual art through theater
in La Campania de Teatro de Albu' Ch . t S play
querque s
ns rna
. · ..

El Mas Pequeno de '!l's Hr]Oj:O t~e

·story of a young M~xi.can lndtan s
apparitions of the Vtrgm of Gu~dalupe in 1531 will be staged :~~~a~
through Sunday and Dec . I - ~
the KiMo Theater. The dtalog~e ts
in Spanish with English na~ratton.
''Our Lady of Guadalupe IS called
!he moth~r of th~ An.l~rlicasd, anldt s~cl
tS a promment hJstonca an cu. ura

·

·

nic traditions," ex"
Oliver"

Pfr~ondm 1 Hts~~rcctor Irene

P at~e P ay

Le;~s.

f Guadalupe takes
~fter the S anish con"
plac~.10fMye ; The v/gin appears
quest 0
ext co,
. .
D' 0 and asks him to build a
1 ~1ua~ i;e~er
honor. The story dec. urc
· ive Indian •s uest to
ptcts th~ nat .. t k
q
ac~t~~:~£e~:~
s~~d· her collaborA1
, ch started when play.
ttv7 arpro~ Chavez was commisv:nghd ~e~!ecompania to write the
1
e 80

sw~e

7rs

Y

sc~t~t~sked Denise to take the tradi-

tiona! story and do two thmgs: estab"
Jish the principal characters as three"
dimensional, accessible person~li"
tiesand do this through song," Ohv"
cr"Lewis said,
The collaboration continued with
·
' . I
. 'th I ' b
mne ongtna songs wt . yncs y
Chavez and music by Jose Luis Soto
and Ricardo Magalenes.
Oliver-Lewis also worked with
folkloric choreographer Miguel
Caro to interweave stx dancers as
part of the cast. The visual art aspect
is extended by working with artist/
sculptor Jose Garcia, who designed
the set.

Applicants must be
Work Study qualified.
See Susan Deese
at the Skills Center
Dec 8th and 9th 9am-5pm

ore 56 for adults andSJ fOr children.
Story Thtai~r. a teiltrical.adaptation of Grimms
Broth~:rs' Falry- Tales and Aesop's Fables in a
fotm enjoyable for adults and children, will be
presented at the Vortex at 8 p.m. Friday,
Saturday and 2:30 p.m,Sunday, today through
Dec. 18, Tickets ilrC' S4and
Brlgadoon will be presented by thC' Albuquerque
Civic Light Opera at 8:15 p.m. Dee•. 22, 23, 25,
28-Jan, t at PopeJ~ytlalJ. Sunday performances
at 2! IS p.m. BrigadoQn is a com¢y written by
Ale,n Lerner and Jay Lowe about " mythical
Scottish village that comes. to life on~;<: evccy
centwy and what happens when two America11s
accidently hmd their plane there on that day,
Tickets arc S3.50-$!0.50 with dlscount prices for
students an hour be(ore each performance,
The l/ndtr1round Nutcr~ktr wlU be presented
~t B p.m. Dec. 22 and 23 at the KiMo Theater,
Base!;~ on The Nutcracker, the show will feature
many Albuquerque performers. It i5 the story of
a child
a bl-cullural marriage arid her trip
along Central A \'cnue <ln Christrna!i Eve witb a
magleat woman .named Ydalgab. Tickets are S5
for adults, $3 f<lr children and are available at
the K\Mo ticket Qrrice.

/tl:iner'J _(98(10 M9ntgomery

N.E.)- Three
Legged Willie,
81& Valley (8904 Menaul N.E.)- Incognito.•
Boaan's (Montgomery Plaza)- Face to Face
(upstnirs); Shameless (downstairs),
Carano East (760S Central N,E.)- Whiskey
River (duriill! happy hour)j Chnntllly.
Chelsn Street Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
Cenlcr N,£.) - Street Player.
Coope111ge (7220 Lomas Blvd. N.E.)- St.
Croix.
CQwboys (3301 Juan 'I'abo N.E,) ·Moon Pie.
banbl's (2900 Coors N.W.)- Linda ColtOn
and Street tlfe,
Friar'• North (4410 Wyoming N.E.)- Shnkers.
Friar's Pub (682~ Lomas N.E.)- 505.
Hunpy8car(1200 Wyoming Blvd N.E.) -Ice.
Pallmtno Club (2.900 Coors Blvd. N.E.) - Full
Circle (during happy hour); Quarter Moon.
Seoor Quckll!t; (4100 San Matro Lane
N,E.)- SaSsy Jones,
Shauxbneti!IY'II
(Academy
and
WyQming) - Babe Ru1hles,.
Smuuler's Cove (Eubank, south or
Menaul)- Striderz,

149.99
Pt:noramlt J"itw of Opmii

a: presentation of 18

classic pieCes by ihe University of .New Mexico
Opera Studio, will be held .i!.t 8:15p.m. today In
Keller Hall. Admission is free.
El Ma.r PtqU,no D~ Mls llljm,- the story of JuaJJ
Diego and Our Lady of Ouadalupe featuring
Albuquerque's Cora de Ia Comunidad, will be
presented in Spanish by La Campania de. Tcatto
de Albuquerque at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday
and 3 p.m. Sunday Dec. 9-li and 16-18 at the
:KiMo Theater, Tickets are S4 in advance and
S4,SO at the door.
11rt Would B~ S1111ta win be presented by the
Albuquerque. Little Theater ·at 8 p.m. ~riday, 2
artd 6 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday Dec. _9·
J() and 16-lB. Written by Chrlsy M~:ndoza, the:
siory teUs of an elderly man who has lost his
memory and finds himself in a suburban neigh~
borhood where the children belieVe he is Santa
Claus. 'rhe adults doubt this and call in the police
io dear up lhe situation but when magical things
begin to happen, people begin to wonder~ Ticket'i

or

Art Edur1tlon <llllt,Y (University of New
Mexico Campus) - "Contemporary Crafts
Exhlbiticm" IJD display through Dec. 16.
ASA Clll~ry ·(Student Union SulldlnB} - 7
State Photo Regional on display through Dec, 9.
Maxwell Museum· or A'nlbropoloJY (Urtlversty or
New Mexico Campus) - 41 The _ Chaco
Phenomen~m" on display through May27; "The
Sella A. Hatfield Collectton" on display through
Jan. 30.

Tudtfna: G•llery (NeW Art Building),__ Senlot
Thesis nd Tutorial Studenu work on display
through Ja:n. 13.
Unlvel!llt)' of New MelJto Art Museum (Fine
Arts Center)- 11 Recent Work b)l Department
of Art Facult)'l Nick Abdalla'' on display in the
Opper Rea.rClalterythrough Dec. 18; ..Arakawa:
The- M~hanlsm of Meaning" on display in the
Lower Gallery throUgh Dec. ll; ..The Selr as
Subject", visual dlari~:S by 14 photographers oti
display in the Upper ·GalleJY through_ Jan. 29~
'~FSA Col<tr" on display in the North Galltry
through Dec. 8.
Union Gatlery(New Mc:dco Unlon) -~Work by
Esther Sutln and Susan Zlmmennan on Qlsplay
through Dec. t6. Reception for thi:: artists
Saturday.

Final Exam

lly Jim Wiesen

average per game. He's followed by Tim Garre(t, Alan Dolensky, T.J
7-foot center Stuart Gray, averaging Drake, Nelson Franse and Phil
Tl:e University of New Mexico 10 points and 10 rebounds a game.
Smith. "These five starters have
men's basketball team faces one of
Fields was chosen by Pacific- 10 now played together long enough to
its stiffest challenges at 3 p.m. coaches as the most valuable player
know where one another are going to
Saturday when it plays at UCLA.
in the conference last year .. ''Fields be. The freshmen will just have to
After all, playing the sixth-ranked will be a first-round (National Baswait their tum," Colson said.
Bruins at home is like going into a ketball Association) draft pick,"
The Lobos will have to work hard
calculus final with an elementary Colson said,
for their buckets, Colson said. "We
knowledge of algebra. UCLA is
UCLA is much like Washington will probably see the classic Bruin
271-16 since Pauley Pavilion in height, but the Bruins are faster
defense. They'll nm a 2-2 zone press
opened in the 1965-66 season.
and better rebounders than the Hus- and then fall back into a man-toThe Lobos, 3,2, beat Washington kies. Colson said he is not going to man," he said,
Saturday night 54-53.
change strategy at this point, "I like
The Bruins have a 1-0 s.eries
KTLA in Los .Angeles, the USA where the team is at right now,
advantage over the Lobos. In 1954,
Cable Network and KOB-TV will We're just going to treat it like any
with John Wooden as the Bruins
televise the game back to Albu- other game," Colson said.
coach,
UCLA clobbered New Mexquerque.
Defense continues to be the ico 106-4 I. It was the worst defeat
"UCLA had 10 players who Lobos' strong point. New Mexico ever dealt to a Lobo cage team.
were, at one time, high school Allhas been mixing its defensive forma"
Americans. They have the capabliltions up, utilizing a 3-2 zone the
ity of winning the NCAA Chammajority of its games with an occa-.
pionship," said Lobo Coach Gary sional man-to-man defense.
Colson.
UNM is averaging 64,8 points a
Forward Kenny Fields, a college
game and giving up an average 60
All-American candidate, leads the
points a game.
Bruins in scoring with a 15 point
Probable starters for the Lobos are

FoaiJal, popular British rock group, wiU be at
Oral'!am Central Station today, Tickets are. $7 at
Giant outlets..
Shaptly, popular reggae group from Arizona.
wl11 be at the Club Wesl in Santa Fe today.
Tlcketsarc$3 at the door.
Little Cimlle and tbt Eaaer Bf.aftr Boya,
rockabllly fr<lm Austin, will be at tho!: Club West
In Santa Fe Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Tickets are$3 at the door.
New Musk Ne..- Mexico will present ••circuits"
al 8 p.m. Sunday in the FCIMo Theater. Tickets
arcSS at' Budget Tapes and Retards on Central.
Orcbatra of Santi Fe will present it! ninth
annual perfofmance or Handel's "Mes.slahu at~
p.m. Sunday a1 the sweeney Center In Santa Fe.
Tickets are $7.50 and SI2.50A half price for
students.

The University of New Mexico
Poor foul shooting and a 14-2
women's basketball team captured scoring tear by Oral Roberts spelled
third place Saturday in the Cal- defeat for the Lobos. Oral Roberts
Bcrkcly In~itational.
held a slim one point lead with seven
The Lobos whipped Colorado minutes left in the game before
State 95-64 in the Consolation going on their scoring spree.
game. The Lobos .lost the tourney
Hoselton said the Lobos had too
opener against Oral Roberts 84-70. many defensive errors but could
UNM held CU to only 40 percent have stayed in the game if New Mexfrom the field and shot over 60 per- ico had hit their free throws.
cent themselves, "This was by far
The Lobos travel Saturday to
our best game of the year, said Lobo Texas-EI Paso, a team UNM beat
Coach Doug Hoselton, "Our de- earlierin the season 75-72, and will
fense intensity was excellent and our return home to play Hardinmental game on offense gave us Simmons on Dec. 16 at 8 p.m. in
great shots all night.''
University Arena.

Chrlstmu •tthe.ICIMo leaturlnsthe New MexicO
Symphony and Chorus will be presented lit 7:30
p.m. Tuesday. The concert Is ·rree.
Motley Crur/lhneo/Air, heavy melal roCk 'n 1
roll, will be at Johnson Gym Dec. I 5.·n~ket! are
$9,50,
.
Uoli Ruaell, legendary piano player, wtU be at
the l.lne Camp in Pojoaque Dec. ~6. Tickets are
$5 and_Sfi_at <li.int outlets,
Sm!ilrf c•rtalmal, featuring 11 Frosty,"
"Rudolph'' and .usanta"-wiU be presentest at 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. Dec, 17 the KiMo Theater.
Tickets are $3 for--adults and S2 for children at
the door•.

Vb.en, all female rock 'n' roll group, will be at
Graham Central Stailon Dec. 1g, Ticket$ are free
and miJ.!t be picbd .up in advance or 13 at the
door.
ROnnie J1mr1 Dlo, heavy metal rocker fotmerly
of Black Sabbath, will be at the Civic
Auditorium Dec, '-0. Tickets are $9.60 :at Giant
outlets.
Greg- Alllll•n, popular e'arly '70s rock/blues
musician, will be 111 Graham Central Station Dec,
26. Tickets areSS at Giant outlets.
Jat"MS Brown, the king Of soul, will be at
Orahatn Central SUttion Jan. 2.
Stan tetz Qu•rtel, popular jau act, will be at
the KIMo Theater Jan. 7, Tickets are -$10.60 at
Giant outlets.
D•rbrcalc, Brllb E:memble li:ld Ec:ho 1 a three-Act musical production+ will be presented at 8
p.m. Jan. ll at thi: KtMoTheater. Tickets areSS
it:l advance at Mari.tano--Especial, 531 Osuna
N.E., and SIO at thedooJ',

send one to someone special
cost $3.00
order today
Baptist Student Union 243·5401

Individuals interested in
forming an
Albuquerque Chqpter o~ the
Administrative Management Society
should call
M. SWanson 277·4204
for futher Information.

the Holiday Inn Midtown
Wishes you the
Merriest Christmas
Daily Specials

Presents

Mond•y
our Famous TACO BAR Happy Hour ex·

aJg Scrcl!n Monday Night Footl>alt featuring
tend~i!JI through the end of thegamel

Tue•d•y

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY
Dec 5-7
Paradise
Dec 19-31
Misty

Happy Hour u1Jth hors-d'oeuvtes from· 5 to 7 pm, Then, beginning at' 9 it Is Mug Club Night
for all our niug club members receiving 1;1. priced drinks in the{f perliional mugs- all nl_9ht

long1

Wedne•dap
We besrn this middle of the Week day with ourgn~at TACO BAR Happy Haurfrom5 to 7 pm,
Then we ·begin lADIES• NIGHT featurln9 our Apple Barrel Hummers for $1.00 lor du~
ladles all night long,
Thur•d•p
'Thursday night Is BEER B...AST NIGHT at the Holiday Inn, We feature Qur 5 to '1 Happy
Hour hors d'oeuvres bar, Then. gct ready lor the TIJilrsday Night BEER BLASTI Pitcher$ of
beer are $2.00 from 9 pm to close.
Frid•p
Friday Is ATIITUDEADJUSTMENT NIGHT with ·not one but T\1.10 Happy Hours. fltf!t. we
have our .great Taco Bar Happy Hour .from 5 to 1 pm. But thr~t's110t aii ... From midnight on
we will feature 2 (or 11.
Sat•rd•.Y
KamiKazt Night featuring $1.00 kamls all night long, And for those who missed Friday's
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR, we do It again wllh 2 for 1 from mldntght to dosing.
Saaclap
Big Screen F'ootbllll this afternoon whh FREE hot dogs and chfps from 12 to 5 pm. What a
great way to spend a lazy Sunday aflemoonl Then come and party instead of 5111/ng at
futme ... Duy any .shol and get a FREE draft beer to chase II u.ithiJ

MID TOWN HOLIDAY

FREE
DELIVERY
t lt 0 Central SE
Sun-Th 11:30am-12am
Fri 6 Sat t 1 :30am-t am

limited
delivery area
243-2100

CALL PIZZA EXPRESS
SPECIAL
COUPONS

I

Care Package

New Mexico Looks for Upset

Lobos Take Third Place

S,.

69.95
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PIZZA EXPRESS

Call 243-21 00 and get a piping hot pizza
delivered directly to your door or dorm

ot no extro cost
or come into the store at Central and
University and challenge our video games
while you wait for your order.

GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS
& REMEMBER
that you always hove a coupon

USE YOUR MAG/CARD

Jesus Said!!!
JESUS SAVES

'1-m t;t 1d "" lo1.vd Jilt' ,n.rrfd,

lliallw .~a,;·/rr- mrlit l><'.~t>llrll :;,,11,
1/r,r/ il'lJc>,,<,wr h•lt<wllt 111111111 ,ft,•u/d
ll<'IJ•crt,ftl•triiM,\' <Wtltt-lnr~ lti<'."

I PI'

"I rlhdH

ft

f II'

1

l"f'\htt'ou ..

/11(11/ il 1tlf (Ji/('

$1.50 OFF any Large Pizza
$1.00 OFF any Medium Pizza
$1.00 OFF any Small Pizza

(1o1m .'l:lfl)

die:

!It'/ jlt'l'lldt't'llfllfl' /111 rl ,\ftltld llftlll "!liHI' iltltfltf

r\'t'l/ drtJc It' r/;,• Hut (;,,d 1 t 1JIJ}}{CIIdl'lltlti"
fr~\' lfltOll'd lb. Ill tlta/, ,l'fn/c IC\' i!VIt'l!t'l "Wilt' h.
t 'ltn .. / dtcd 1t11 u...
{Rotl1~1nt.., 3:{~~)

·f,',/1·• f )f<•.f

'<'I

Just tell us you want the
Mog/cord Discount

ltlt.L

{ '•till //,· ,,,, //i,·,tl/'d'<'l

Mogicord not valid with other coupons

)"u .m• 111\tlvd l<> 'f't'ri,lltm•t•ling'
1<1 lw.u· till' (;"'f't'llll )L''ll' Chrhl
\\'hkh 11,1, tlw P"'"'r lu t'h~nw• your lift•.

.... AND WE liARE

WEDNESDAY thru FRIDAY
DECEMBER 7- 9

FREE!
I '
--;_

MENU

7=30 PM

.

UNM Student Union 250•D

Coupon
Small
Medium
Cheese Pizza
$4.00
$5.25
One item
$4.75
$6.25
Two items
$5.50
$7.25
Price per item .
.75
·
. $1.00
Beverages---Coke, Sprite, Dr. Pepper and Diet Coke
SALE'S TAX INCLUDED

Large
$6.50
$7.75
$9.00
$1.25
.75
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Sports·
Dolensky Coming On Strong

Diane Sewell

Lobo guard Phil Smith springs high for 2 of his 12 points. The
Lobos stunned the Washington Huskies Saturday 54-53.

Dolensky also tops the Lobos in re·
By Eric Maddy
bounding w1th42, an average of 8.4
Trying to single out a hero in the caroms per contest and has hit his
University of New Mexico's 54-53 career high in rebounding twice this
win over Washington Saturdily night season (12 against AlaskaAnchorage and Long Beach State).
would not be easy.
Dolensky, the only other Lobo to
Forward Tim Garrett celebrated
the birth of a daughter (Kesha Tre- hit double figures each game this
von) by leading all scorers with 18 year, has also played the most mipoints and tying Reggie Rogers and nutes of anyone on the !.cam - ]93
Shag Williams of UW for the re- (38 . 6 per game.) The versatile
bounding high wiih eight.
Dolenksy also leads the team in field
Point guard Phil Smith, who has goals made (31) and shooting perscored in double figures every game centage (.544),
this ~eason, continued his string
So where did all the talent .come
with 12 points, He had a team-high from in one year?
three assists and drilled all six of his
"I just became more confident in
free throws in 40 minutes of action. my abilities and worked a lot over
T.J. Drake, UNM's 6-9 junior the summer on my shooting,'' said
center, continued to be effective Dolensky after his four free throws
underneath, coming up with seven down the stretch proved to be the
rebounds and playing 35 grueling difference against the Huskies.
minutes,
"Right now I'm confident that every
Meanwhile, the Lobos' guard- shot I take will go in. Before, it was
forward"center-designated garbage- 'maybe it will go in, and maybe it
man, Alan Dolensky, continued to won't.,,
lead by quiet example. The 6-foot-5
"On those free throws, I was just
senior from Garden Grove, Calif., thinking about practice and a relaxed
prepared for a homecoming of sorts atmosphere. I just went through my
against UCLA Saturday night by usual routine," he said. "A lot of
scoring 14 points, snaring six re- times you think too much and you
bounds and making the only five end up choking.
UNM steals of the night while play"As for my rebounding and deing all 40 minutes.
fense, I cheat a lot. That's how I
Dolensky has long been a crowd manage to get to the loose balls.
favorite because of his hustle. On a When somebody shoots, I try to get
good .night, he spends more time on in good position real early and just
the floor chasing loose balls than hold my ground."
most players spend time in the
Saturday's game was "quite
game. He told a local reporter last physical when we were in our (3-2)
year, "If I had any talent, I'd be zone," said Dolensky of the taller
awesome.''
Huskies. "But we matched up with
Now Dolensky is the leading them a lot easier when we went to
scorer for the Lobos with a 16.5 man-to-man. We weakened iheir
points per game average. He set a strength."
career high with 26 points against
Garden Grove is about an hour
Long Beach State Thursday. away from Pauley Pavillion, the
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LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD

AEROBIC DANCE CLASSSign•ap• for l.elome Sen~ices
Chris,..•• Da11ce
are now being t••en In Roo• 230,
Johnoon Gya. Reglstr•tlon fee .. $10.00 for 6. sesolono.
ca••••• wiD be held fro• 12:00·1:00 p .... OD December

cl•••

19.20, 21, 22, 27, 28,29 •nddanaarv3, 4,5,6, 9.,10, 11.
12, A 13. Instructor• •re _M•rgle Mar•h and Becky
Golightly.
CHRISTMAS OUTDOOR SHOP HOURS ANNOUNCED
The leisure Service Outdoor Shop will be open on Mondays (Dec.
19 and Jan. 9) from 9:00 am·l:30 pm; Tuesdays, Wednesdays, &
Thursdays (December 20, 21_, 22, 27, 28, 29 and January 3, 4. 5. 6,
9,10, 11, 12) from 11:30 am-1:30pm, and on Fridays (January 6 &

13) from 11:00 am·5:30 pm.
CHRISTMAS BREAK GVMIPOOL HOURS ANNOUNCED
.ro•ii•on Gy. aad the Oly•plc POo1 wtli be. open on Dec.
20,21,22,27,28,29andJannary3,4,5,6,9,10, lt,12&
13. John•on G!l• will be open fro• 12:011·8:00 pm and
the Ol,..plc Pooi..UI be open fro• 11:00 am·2:00 pm and
from 5:00·8:00 pm,
MEN'S FINAL 5'10'' & OVER BASKETIIALL POLL
1. Rip City
5, Sigma Chi
2. UNLV
6. Oz's
3. BAMF's
7. Shark Bails
4. Swat
8. lambda Chi

MEN'S FINAL 5'10" & UNDER 1'A" TEAM BASKETBALL
POLL
l. Scrappy Doo
5. Flying High
2. Jukebox Heroes
6. Hotheads
3. Classics
7. Sea Anchors
4. Bad Company
8. Katie's Heroes

!

....

WOMEN'S FINAL 5'10" & UNDER BASKETBALL POLL
1. Outlaws
3. Alpha Chi Omega
2. GGT

:

II

I

I

*i(i(

TheUNMLelsureServiceProgramwouldUkeiowishallstudents,

~

facultyandstaifaMerry,MerryChrlstmasandasa(eandprosper•
ous New Vear.

~

The leisure Services Program wishes Todd Haagenstad a safe and
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CO-OP
WANTS
YOUR BOOKS
Sell Your Books for More
su·y 6.or
'es·s· at. ,.h.e c o-op
It
,,

~

Hours are Posted
W '

·

f.

e re a non-pro
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II ~ 24 A Sub Basement *~
I
277•370 1
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expensive textbooks
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298-7566
Mon.-Sot.
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years ~go, Hill may score as high as
a 9.8 m the pommel horse this year
"We're very anxious to get Mitchell said.
'
going," said University of New
Sophomore Blake Hughes is a 9.S ·
Mexico men's head gymnastics vaulter and has scored 9.4 on the
Coach Rusty Mitchell. "We've rings. He could be a national contendone enough routines in practice a~d der this _year in the floor exercise
we w,ant to see what ~e can do.
competitiOn, the coach added.
M!tchcll was rcfemng I? t~e up-.,. Seniors Craig Kromi and Peter
canllng ~ocky Mo.untaJn Open Ruffu and junior BrettAnz will give
gymnasll.cs meet 1n Colora~o addeddepthtoasquadwhichMitchSpnngs Fnday and Saturday. It Wlll ell said "should be an cxcitin 1
be the Lobos' first ":Iect of.thc 1983· to watch and right in the th1c~a~
84season,and?ewil!be. very hap- things at the national cham.
pY for what we re domg nght n?w'' pionships, ••
1fthe tc~m scores about 272 pmnts.
The Lobo women's team, which
!hat IS a far cry from th7 280 won the Rocky Mountain Open last
pomts per meet (out of a maximum year will try to repeat that feat this
of 300). which Mitc~ell hop~~ his weekend. Second-year head Coach
team Wlll av~rage this year. , That Darryl "Pete" Langdon says his
should put us 10 the top ftve natrona!- squad has improved from last year
ly," he said. But for this weekend,
'
"more than anything, they need a
. ''We're at least Top lO matecompetition."
rral," Langdon said. The Lobos
All-American Matt Arnot a. were ranked as high as eighth in the
junior, will again lead the te;m, nation l~s~ y~ar before suffering a
which averaged 275.45 points last rash of tnj~rres that decimated the
year, lith best in the nation. "Matt team .and rts hopes .for competing
has competed all over the world, is effectively at the regronal level.
in the gym every day and the other
But Langdon claims the team has
guys have learned that's what it
always been in good physical conditakes to improve," Mitchell said,
tion. "The problem was their lack of
Earlier this year, Arnot, ranked concentration,'' he said. "That's
II thin the country, scored a person- when they got hurt, because they
al record of 57.85 points in the all· landed short doing skills."
around at the Caesar's Palace Invitational, Mitchell said. The all-around
This year should be different, he
for men .is the total score for all six added, because of the new gymnasevents: floor exercise, high bar, pa. tics facility, It features a foam-filled
rallcl bars, pommel horse, rings and pit over which the athletes practice
vault.
their tricks. "They've been able to
Senior Jim Griego, a 55.6 ali- practice without risk of injury, and
arounder, "really came into his own skill levels should increase,'' he
last year," Mitchell said, "He's said.
starting to real izc his role as an older
Sophomore Antoinette Gonzales
performer on the team and will help
is
the Lobos' top all-arm.inder. Her
us considcrabl y in the stretch toward
personal
best is a 37.5, which she
making it to the national cham·
scored earlier this year in an intraS·
pionshlps."
Sophomore Neil Mcrrion red- quad meet. The four events for the
shined last year and has four years of women's all-around arc balance
eligibility left. "Once he gets a few beam, floor exercise, uneven parameets under hi.s belt," Merrion llel bars and the vault.
should score more than 54 in the
Senior Tracy Kwiatkowski is
all-around, Mitchell said.
potentially a 36.5 scorer, Langdon
Senior pommel horse specialist said. "Balance bealn is her preferSteve Hill is "probably the hardest red event and it's dazzling,just fanworker in the gym," Mitchell said. tastic to watch."
An 8.0 walkon in his specialty four
Senior Lisa Fuller and junior

Chris Riser arc both potential 36pointers. Fuller has weak ankles and
uses a lower skill for her vault, but
Langdon said she is capable of
squeezing points from her other
three events.
Sophomores Deneen Black,
Martha Dummer and Peggy Carrillo
and freshman Nikki Vrla should add
depth and help pick up the slack created when all-arounder Cindl Backman left the team before the start of
this season,
Another plus for the Lobos is their
strong team concept. "They push
each other," Langdon said, "yet
they back each other to the hilt. I
can't as.k for any more than that."
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(Ne~tt IQ Shanghai Restaurant)

Coors salutes the
Leisure Services
Team of the month

Swimmer Sets Records

a Dlocks North of Constitution

~

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulations to Bruce Patt. LeisUre Services Employee of the
Month. Bruce s~yS, "(wish to thank the LeiSure ServlcP.s· staff £ot
choosing me as employee of the month. I've enjoyed my four yeats
with the organization and· wish thP.m continued success. u

with purchase of breakfast oi' hamburger
($1.30 or r:nore)
with coupon thru 12·14·83
$.65 value

~

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.

~
~

WOMEN'S POPEJOY POINT STANDINGS
1. PI Bela Phi
14574. Kappa Kappa Gamma 1062
2. Alpha Chi Omega
14124. Outlaws
1005
3. Chi Omega
1190

FRESH. SQUEEZED
ORANGE JUICE

~

~ ASUNM TEXTBOOK ~

1782
1590
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CO·REC FINAL BASKETBAll. POLL
1. Beefaloes
4~ Backpew Bombers
2. Jerry's Bouncing Kids
5. RA Fish
3. Dad's Kids
6.SPEWS

Free 8 oz. glass of

The University of New Mexico
wrestling team placed 13th out of 52
teams at the Caesar's Palace Invitational Saturday in Las Vegas, Nev.
Lobo Coach Bill Dotson said he is
plea~ed with his grapplers this early
in the season,
Bruce Gamer placed seventh at
118 pounds as he was beaten by
eventual champion Mary Perry of
Oklahoma State, 2-1.
Mike Baker took fourth at 142 and
Brad Cast placed seventh for the
Lobos. Cast was beaten by Mike
Sheets, the defending national
champ from Oklahoma State, by
fall.
The next action for the Lobos will
be Dec. 29-30 at the Midwest Open
in Ames, Iowa.

.. ........ .......•.. ...•

: 1616 Eubank Dlvd. NE
:
9am-6pm

By John Moreno

Wrestlers Take
13th Place

Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
Turntables, Tape Recorders,
Speakers, Equalizers

••
•

MEN'S FINAL 5'10" & UNDER "B" TEAM BASKETBALL
POLL
1. Celtics
3. Joust
2. Amillfn Aardvarks
4. Kappa Sb,ers

MEN'S POPEJOY POINT .STANDINGS
1. Sigma: Chi
23073. Sigma Phi Epsilon
· 2. Lambda Chf Alpha
22774. Stgma Alpha Epsilon

home of the sixth-ranked Bruins. "I
imagine a few people will come
down and watch me,'' s~id Dol<:nsky. "It's a special game for me,·
When I was a little kid, especially
being from California, I dreamed of
playing for UCLA. Now I'll be playing against them.
"It's kind of like when we playeq
USC out there two years ago," he
said. ''!was a sophomore then and it
was good exposure to play at home."
Dolensky said Saturday's win
would give UNM confidence in the
UCLA game, ''We were able to dlg
in and keep the pressure on them,
and then we were able to stick in
some shots and close the gap. This is
a. big boost for us. It proves we can
come back. We know we can do it."

30-day labor warranty.
Cash paid for saleable used
Items--working or not

Room 230, Johnson Gym Phone 277-5151
GETAWAY SPECIAL
EVENTS
How much do you think your son, daughtEr or gl'andchUd would
enjoy receiving a phone call from Santa? The UNM Leisure Service
Office will ·once again provide this service, in a very professional
manner, for the upcoming holiday season. The resident office
Santa, along with Mrs. Clau_s. assorted elves, and appropriate
background music will place the phone call and base the conversa·
tion on the information provided to the office. A mlnirtmm donation
of $2~00 Will be require-d per call and all the· proceeds will be
contributed to the United Way Fund. FOr more infonnation call·
277·5151.

Gymnasts Eager To Compete

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE

!

1
I
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. Scottish University of New MexIco freshman Duncan Cruickshank
has broken his third swim record
this time in the I ,000- and 1,650:
yard freestyle events.
Cruickshank posted a time of
1.5:37.80 in the I ,650 with a split
tunc of 9:29.26 at the 1,000-yard
mark. The 1,650 record was .55
~econdsaway from an NCAA qualrfymg lime for an unshaved unrcstcd performance.
'
. "That may be one of the best
trntCs in the U.S," said UNM head
swirn Coach Bill Spahn, "Cruickshank's performance was pretty
phenomenal, and if he continues to
progress as he has been, he could
make the English Olympic swim
team."
Overall, the Lobo squad took
sc~ond place Saturday at the Red
Raider Invitational at Texas Tech.
!ech t?ok first, while Texas Christ•
ian clanned third, Oklahoma fourth
and New Mexico State fifth.
Veteran Lobo swimmer Gordy
Westerberg captUred the 200· and
400-yard intermediates, Hakan
Jonsson took the I 00- and 200-yard
frcestylcs, freshman Jim Lindell
won the 200 breastrokc and the
Lobas Won the 400 and 800 freestyle
rclnys.
were the best team at the
rnvrtational,, bot on championship
fon~latscanng, Texas Tech was able
to pick up points on every swimmer,
regardless ofplace,'' said Spahn.
There were only 26 points be·
tween UNM and Tech, as the Lobes
fcl! to the Red Raiders, 921-895.
rhc Lobo women had a good

. ·:we

meet as well. Karen Nixon broke a
UNM school record, posting an
18: ll .90 time in the I ,650 freestyle,
cutting I: 10 off the previous record.
UNM's fourth-place finish was
highlighted by personal bests from
freshmen Amy Burgeson, Tara
Looney; Lee Mathias and Roberta
F:ml and senior Terri Porter.
The Lobos have a break in the
schedule un!il1an. 7, when they take
on TCU at 2p.m. at Johnson Gym
Natatorium. Both men and women
will compete against the Horned
Frogs.

Lobo Golfers
Shoot Wen,
Capture Invite
New Mexico women's golf
Coach Barbara Berry and Lobo golfers Debbie Wright and Theresa
Schreck returned from Houston and
the llluebonrtet Bowl with first·
place honors.
..
.
. ,
The two-person, best-ball mvrte
was a three-round affair last
weekend.
UNM had the lc:~d throughout the
tournament and shot a 65-?2·66 for a
206 total on the pat·-72 course.
"this was a terrific way to end
our fall schedule," said Berry. "In
our lnst two tourneys, we've taken
first phtce, so this \Viii certainly have
carry-over value when we slart on

This month's Coors/UNM Leisure Services team of the Month is the ScrapPY Doo Winners n£ this ye~~r's Men's 5'10" and under Basketball Championship. The Scrappy Doo compiled an 8-1 record this year witlt their only
loss coming. to the Jukebox Heroes in regular seaso11 play, The Scrappy Doo
revenged this loss to the Jukebox Heroes by beating them in this year's
championship game by a 6-6/6-4 score. Members of this year's Scrappy
Doo basketbaU team are (standing lert to right): Dale Desalis, Tony Welter,
Timot~y.can;rey, Ray Winn Wright, (sitting left to right):Stewari Nelson,
Joey V1gtl, Gtlbert Valenzuela, and (not pictured) Ray Luna,

DISTRIBUTED BY

THE MALOOF COMPANIES
"The House That Quality Built"
Albuquerque

New Mexico
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2n-sasa

Las N otfCias
BUILDING COURSE, New In
Spring 1984: Latin 105, MWF IQ-10:50. Prof.
Warren Smith. The purpose of the course is lm·
prove.mcnt o. f the students' knowledge of English
vocabulary by tracing the language to Its origins In
Greek and Latin roots. It Is not a course in the Latin
language. It will be of !merest to all who wish to
increase their ability to anul)'i'e and understand
English.
12/12
GAY AND f,ESBJAN lnformation/Helpline,
CommonBond. Monday-Thursday 7·9 p,m. 266·
12112
8041.
AS/\ GAJ.LERV IS now accepting submissions for a
UNM undergraduate ~lJow. Open to all mediums.
Bring work to the ASA. Deadline Jan. 12, 1984.12/12
BIOLOGY MAJORS: ADVISEMENT for Spring
semester is yours for the asking. Come to Room 173
or the Biology Building and arrange to meet with a
departmental adviser.
1217
HAVE SOMEONE SPECIAL? Send them a Final
Exam Care Package. Available from Baptist Student
Unionforonly$3. Call243·5401 today. We deliver.
12/7
M/F PENPA LS WANTF.D for college student in
India. Contaci277·2092 af!er 8 p.m.
1217
CLUB? MEETING? EVENT7 Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
departments and organizations.
tfn

Personals
TP, TM, Kl.: Your ''students" will miss your good
company and vnluahle lessons! Arc you comfortable?
KH nnd KB.
1217
NEIGIIBORS: I SHOULDN'T be left alone with my
mino.lnnu neithtr should any of you. Cat Abuser.
1217
MC'K: TilE END of something lmp}les new
h~I!Jlll!ings. Here'~ to ours! Marge.
1217
io THE PERSOS with n new wool ~weater
w .t ~ please ~all268·2063. Extremely imptlrlant.
12.'12
IM \'f:\', I'J,L MISS you. Honeydo•er.
1217
I OM, TlflS O:"'E'S for you. Merry Christmas! See
va 10 ~nur dreams if not next semester!.
12112
TiltED OF WHAT the world has to offer? Step out
from 1\'(lrldly matters and journey into the spiritual
realm. Join us in the peace of Jesus Christ.
12112
t!NM ALUMNI STUDENT Affairs CommiUec
wishes you all the right unswers und a liltle luck on
12112
your finals.
MAKE CONTACT WITH that special someone or
friends and family. Place a personal message in the
clnssilieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
tfn
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.

Food/Fun
"}'000/FUN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurants, parties, food sales and stores. concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Services
LEARN BARTENDING. JOB placement assistance.
292·JjJ2, Intern'! Bartending Institute.
12/12
TYPING, PROOFREADING. NE location. 2969213.
12112
TYPING, IUGHEST QUALITY, word processing.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes
professlonallywrlttcn. Reasonable rates. 881-0313.
J/20
EDCTYPING SERVICE. Call Elizabeth 265·5643 or
262..()635 after 5:00.
1/20
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an all-natural program (Herbalife), 2SS·9866. 12fl2
DYNAMIC FITNESS CENTER - Largest gym in
Albuquerque. Student discount $135/yr. Act now!
December only. 883·0503.
12/12
TYI'JNG, EDITING, REWRITE. Fast, professional.
Call242-0 127.
12/12
TEST ANXIETY? MEMORY? Retentio.n?
Professional hypnosis can help. Special student rates.
Free consultation. Call Human Development
1/23
Programs292-037o.
JTM WORD PROCESSING Services. High quality
professional typing, Spelllngledltlng assistance, 883·
9221.
12/12
PAPERS TYPED, EDITED. Student rates. 2663717.
12/12
EXPERT TYPING- TERM papers, theses,
resumes, QualitY editing service available. Writer's
ll.csources: 345·2881 or 888-7225.
12/12
80 CENTS PER report page. By professional typl!t.
Dissertations, theses, etc. 344-3345.
12112
QUALITY TYPING. MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 881·6445.
119
nrTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
Frenc:lt • Masters degreed, experienced teacher-tutor.
12112
266-4247.
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 1/20
LEAVJNG FOR X·MAS7 Dependable graduate
student willing to water cactUs, mow lawns, shovel
snow, etc. in exchange for home away from home
12/12
during holidays. Call Bryan 277-3791.
TYPING, TERM PAPERS, Reasonable rates, 299·
1240.
1/19
l/9
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, 821-4126.
TYPIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093,
12/12
THE WORD MILL. Six years of experience. English
M.A. Editing avaltable. Near caMpus. 256·0916.
12/12
TYPING, THESIS, DISSERTATION, reports,
letters, statistical, etc. Call Annita, 29j.J461 after
5:30p.m.
12112
TYPING. CALL JIM at 255·2150 !Jl:fore2 p.m.
1217
GUITAR LESSONS. CLASSIC, folk, rock, jazz and
cnharrrtottic theory. From 20 to 40 dollars ii month,
depending on intensity of training. Call888-4715.
12/12
TERM PAPERS, TIIESES, dissertations,
manuscripts. Typed on IBM word processor. Free
I2/12
editing service included. 298·6006.
TECHNICAL TYPING St.SO, plain $1.35, revisions

$1. Word Pro, 26tH 118.

1217

so•-r CONTACT u;NSF.S are now very reasonable
for everythinjll Call - Make appPintment. Docmr
Eye Clinic, across from J,aBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
288·4778.
tfn
TVPING843·9137,
12/]2
QUALITY TYPING IN my home. 299·6191. 12/12
24 HJ(TVPING Service, 294·0144 \lays, 298·5110
evenings,
1/25
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, grapns In my home, The
Other Office 884·6564.
119
TYPING, IBM SELEC'rRIC, 255·3337.
1/16
TYPING, WORD PROC.:SSING. Rindy296·6298.
1/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER, Quality lessons, sales,
r~ntals and repairs, 143 Harvard SE. 26S·331S.
tfn
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING~ Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics, 831-3181.
12/12
CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
tfn
294·0171.
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 2479819,
tfn

Housing
TWO-BEDROOM HOUSE partly furnished.
Jan/Feb. Only $329 plus utilities. Walking distance
from UNM on Carlisle NE. Call256.1255 evenings or
277-6110 days.
12/12
ONE DORM FURNISHED. 'h block from UNM.
Utilities pnid, 823·2240,
12112
RESPONSIBLE lfOUSEMATE WANTED, Near
UNM. Available Jan. I. $200 rent, v.; utilities.
Spacious living with washer and dryer, yard. Non·
smokers preferred. 268·0104.
12/12
ROOMMATE WANTED - FEMALE nonsmoker
to share two-bdrm apartment. Available Jan, I, 265·
12112
2415.
EXECUTIVE TIIREE-BEOROOM at lSI I Rita NE
(near CmlislelConstltUtion). Available Jan. 1. $625
month or lease/option. 256·7152.
12/12
FULLY FURNISHED THREE-bedroom house.
Walking distance from UNM. Available Jan. I, 1984,
for seven months. $814 per month plus utilities. 266·
5940.
12/12
THREE-BEDROOM HOUSE for rent. Furnished,
NE heights, $350 plus utilities. Ideal for 3·4 mature
female students. Available 1110 for six months, Call
Ed 277-5239.
12/12
NEAll UNM: TWO-bdmi townhouse. No kids/pets.
3911 Silver SE. $310 plus utllities, 884-7338.
l/17
MR. FU:XIBLE. 28-year-old employed engineering
student wants room, small house, apartment or trailer
sr.aee to rent near UNM. Hugh345..Q653 (eves). 12/12
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR three-bedroom house.
Sl 50/month. Call Paula or Nancy 255·965 t.
12/17
WANTED: ROOMMATE TO share nice SE house.
Cal1255·l773. $125 per month.
12/12
FOR SALE: 1216 TIJERAS NE. Two bedrooms and
den. Univ. area and downtown. $55,000. Vista
12/12
Grande Realty881-4881.
ON&BEDROOM APTS two blocks from UNM.
Free utilities. $195-$205.268-5221 evenings.
1217
MATIJRE FEMALE TO share NE home with
woman and ll·year-old son, SIOO plus 'h utilities.
883·8931.
12/12
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 1/84. Neat, clean
nonsmoker. $150 plus utilities. Close to UNM. Call
after .10 p.m. Steve or Debbie at 256-7533 or leave
message on machine.
12/12

kitchen with dishwasher apd disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and lau11ctry. Adult
couples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOil RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, !410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for ')
persons, all utilities paid, $!75 security deposit. Full)
fuw!shed·security locks and l&undry facllitics. No
children or pets, Please call before 6;0Q in the
tfn
evening, 21!6-8392,

work·Study students, Appli~tions are now !leing
taken for spring semester employment at NM Union
Food Service. Bring along your class schedule. Have a
job for when you return in the spring, Apply at Food
Service office.
12112
WORK·STUDV POSITION- Spring 1984, Asst.
director of ASA Gallery, 20 hurs a week, No ex·
perience necessqry, Contact Jay or Laura, ASA 277·
2667.
12112

For Sale

WE ARE NF;F.DING Secretaries and Typists with
good office ~kills 10 work on temporary assignments
throughout the holidays. If you are available to work
FELIZ NA VIDAD - SEND your greetings In
8·5 ancj are interested in making extra $ over the
Spanish or English with Ci1ristmas Cllrds from the semester break, call Lisa at 262-1871 at Ounhill
UNM Bookstore glftshop,
12/12 temporaries,
12112
SKI BOOTS, RAICIILE II !11. 247-4204 after 5 p.m.--· ·WANTED: ART STUQEN'rS to do drawings for ad.
=:-::--:::::=::-:::=~,..,.-:-::---:-,..,-______:1:.:2~17
Pay commensurate with work. Call Rick; 345-867!)
MINI EXERCISE TRAMP $35. Brand new. 243·
weekdays. Leave message.
12/12
6562,
12/7
WANTED~ STUDENT TO do research papers. Pay
TENOR SAX [CONN) with stand. Almost new. $695
negotiable. Call Rick 8Z2·8430, Keep trying.
12112
firm. 294-5591 after? p.m. or weekends.
12112
PART·TIME SECRETARY, excellept typing skills
CIIOW CIIOW, TEDDY-bear puppies. AKC, M/F,
(60·65 wpm), light bookkeeping, operate calc4lator
blonde~. blacks, blue. Perfect Christmas gift. 268·
by touch, good organizational skills, experience
8564.
12/12 required. $4.50/hour plus good fringe benefits. Call
12/7
PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS! College sweatshirts Yvonne/Tish 243·4898.
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
by Russell Athletic. Harvard, Vale, Danmouth,
Princeton, UCLA, USC, Stanford, others. Order by 21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
12/9/83 for Christmas delivery. $14 each postpaid. Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Slore at 5516 Menaul NE and
Send check to Box 317, Brookhaven, MS 39601 or I·
12/12
601·835-1085.
12/7 5704 LomasNE.
FM/CASSETTE TOSHIBA Walkman radio, brand
new $85, Realistic portable stereo AM/FM cassette
$175. Anthony 277-2585 after 8:30 p;m.
1217
GEMEINHARDT PICCOLO, SOLID silver head,
like new. $400 or best offer, 265·7669,
12112
BOYS AND GIRLS at 3S 11 Central NE, across from
Nob Hill, opens Dec 10, 1983, We will carry new,
vintage clothes and costumes for women and men.
Store hours: Mon to Sat 10 to 7 p.m. Sun 1215 p.m.
Happy holidays.
12112
TIIF. CAT'S MEOW, Second Hand Clothes at 3104
Central SE, wishes you a happy holiday season. We
have boots, coats, hat.
1217
SHARP EL.S06H SCIENTIFIC calculator $25,
f-orty-eight functions. Caii298·8S86 (Tuc.Thur) after
Sp.m.
1217
ARGYLE SWEATSHIRTS! BY Russell Athletic,
White shin wired/navy pattern, Light blue
w/redlnavy, White w/pink/columbla blue, Grey
w/royalfwlnte. Sl7 .SO each postpaid. Send check to
Box 317, Brookltav~n. MS 39601 or 1·601·83.5-1085.
12112
1977 HONDA CVCC, Five speed, 75000 miles, 38
mpg. 265·3945,
12112
lfAPPV 19841 StERR/\ Club, Audobon, Eliot
Porter, Oarfidd, J edi, Tolkien, unicorns, kitties,
cowboys- calendars at UNM Bookstore.
12112

Employment
IIELP WANTED. PROFESSIONAL couple seeks
live-in student to assist w/transponation and meals
for two school-age children in exchange for furnished
basement apartment (near UNM) and meals, Local
personal and work references necessary. Car
required. Call after6 p.m .. 255·2635.
12/12
HELP WANTED: OFFICE of School Relations
needs outgoing student to relate with the public. Must
be knowledgeable of campus life and student
procedures, at least sophomore status. Must be workstudy eligible and avalhible on T&Th mornings and
Wed afternoons.
12/12
NEED WORK·STUDY students for afterschool
program, sports aides and desk help. Starting Jan. 2,
Call Mountainside YMCA 292-2298.
12/12
0N:CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT, Work-study, non

Travel
SAN DIEGO RIDERS wanted Dec, 14. 265·7463.
1217
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally lobo,
tfn

Lost&Found
REWARD: WOOl. SWEATER vest, Extremely
important. Please call26&-2063.
12/12
STOLEN: GRAY L.L. BEAN backpack from my
office (An Education). Please return blue
folder/yellow notebook (work down the drain). Also
calculator, watch, jackknife, key, prescription,
library books.
1217
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.

Miscellaneous
WANTEU: SKIS, 170CMwilh step-in bindings. 293·
4097.
12112
HOLIDAY FITNESS SPECIAL at The Yoga Center.
During December enroll for classes and bring a friend
12/7
for freel32l3 Central NE, 255·2900.
!WIN! A TREK 10-speed, Champion Juicer or $50 in
sporting goods plus many other prizes. Yoga Center
raffle tickets $5 each. Chances of winning 20·1. Call
12112
255·2900 for details.
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS. Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE
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CUSTOM
GLASS
ENGRAVING

.
LO

ACROSS
1 - delune
6 Brazil river
10 Air
14 Flurry
15 Print style:
Abbr.
16 Canoe
17 Put together
18 Ontarians,
e.g.
20 Egyptian
cotton
21 Quirt
23 Victorious:
2words
2~ Fool
26 Asian
1:!8 License
30 Dress fabric
31 Paid in
32 Flag maker:
2words
36 66, for one
37 Remedies
38 Luau food
39 Musical dos
42 Ward off
44 Assail
45 Feels shame
46 Joyfully
49 Greek letter

Free Estimates
• Beginner Tools
Kits
• Glass Grinders,
Tools at Low
Prices

FRIDAV,S
50 By oneself
PUZZLE SOLVED
51 Plaintiff
52 Article
55 TV programs: ~~~~
2words
5-8 Cooter
60 Appfan way
61 Asian nation:
Var.
621nlets
63 Lllck: Irish
64 N.Y. team
65 Poplar
DOWN
1 Mr.~b:
Abbr.
2Aslan monk
3 Playful4 Pronoun
5 Abrogate
6 Edging loop
7 Nipapalm
8 Operated
9Wing
10 Angling lure
11\..ecture
12 Taboo jokes
13 Quebec
vill~ge

19Table mat
22 Nonsense

Gusto Mug
1 liter
$5.75

York Mug
16 oz.
$4.75
Price includes
Glass & Engraving
2 word limit per glass

GLASS lliSGBT1

I
I
I
1 Mon·Sat. 9:30-5:30 .Suit 12-5
1
Coupon must be presented
I
I
I,, .. , ... ~rP.ir~s.Jt;2,3;~a•• , ••••• •I· ••.

4001 Central Ave. N.E.
265-3383

.._._.._...................iillllii................. ........ ....

• Custom Work~

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Lobo Display Ads
Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, Mondayfriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

• Elegant Gifts
From $5
• Gift Ce:rtificates

WINKlES; DAVID, DENNIS, Johanna, Jim, Alix,
Pat, Krlstie, Steve, George, Eric, Sharon, Lydia,
Camille, Scott, Don, Rafael, Rod and Stacy. Thanks.
1217
Have a restful holiday. TheM.E.
KITIY, YOU ARE loved .. Happy X-mas. Your

.t ~\JFM,IN"')
p

Quality
Stained
Glass

Yule Log

ROOMMATE: IMMEDIATE. SIIARE three·
bedroom house. SII 5 plus utilities. Ten blocks to
UNM. An studio, fireplace, yard, washing machine.
long or shon (6 wks) term. Mlke255·6033.
12/l2
FOR RENT TO female nonsmoker: Furnished
bedroom with private bath in NE Alb. home. Fifteen
minute drive to UNM. Kitchell privtleges.
$150/month. 821·8551.
12/12
NEED lWO QUIET female students (nonsmokers)
to share private home on campus. Furnished rooms,
utilities, laundry included in $260 month, $125
deposit. After 6: 242·6678.
12112
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE OFFERS room and
board in exchange for transportation of school
children. Must have reliable car. Call 243·2635 after
5:30 or on weekends.
12112
IIOUSEMATE WANTED TO share three bdrms in
N. Valley, Carpets, fireplace, wood-burning stove,
yard, pets ok. Must be reliable with quiet living
habits.After6':00 call Paul or Nina247·2034, 12112
ROOM AVAILABLE NEAR UNM. $112.50. Bob B.
277-4304.
12/12
FOR RENT: THRE&bdrm bouse in the north valley,
$375 per month. Please call 883·281 5 or 292·8974,
Ask for Jenni or John.
12112
TIIRE&ROOM, FURNISIIED apt. Walking
distance, clean. 242·5914. Male graduate student.
12112
ATJ'ENDANT WANTED- TO care for hart·
dicapped grad stUdent. tight duties but must be livein. Free room and board. Females only, Another
part-time job ok. Call Leslie Donovan, 277·5656, for
more info and interview appointment.
12/12
lfOUSEMATE WANTED. SEPARATE entrance,
'h bath. $225 month, SIOO deposit, utilities. 2653945.
12/12
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe

forever Kitty,
1217
GOOP TIDINGS ']'0 the ad staff "wimps.'' From
the newsroom victors. We'll play you anytime.
Thanks.
1217
MIKE AND JENNIFER: Good luck with finals and
1217
happy holidays. Love, Beepeedee.
MERRY X·MAS TO the wee wiUfe winkles at the
Lobo. With love from the Boss Blinkie,
1217
LOVER PUP, HAPPY X·mas. B.D. and forever,
Fred,
12/7
PASTE-UP TERRORISTS and others of similar
p~rsuasions: Have yourselves a merry winkle
Christmas. And your little discs, too. The newsroom
1217
staff,
SINCERE THANKS TO all my students and merry
Christmas. Jonathan Nimitz.
·
12/7
CWC: YOUR BEARD Is perfect for the holidays]
Thanks for everything. EWP.
1217
ZOOZ, IIAPPY X·MAS. Love from the Pup's Mom.
1217
EWP: YOUR PERSONALITY is perfect year round,
Thanks for the "gift'' of being here. Get some much
deserved rest during the break. Best wishes for a
1217
happy and warm Christmas. ewe.
TilE UNM SORORITIES would like to wish
everyone good luck on finals and happy holidays.
12/7
ONE MORE CHANCE: 'that's all students have to
spread Christmas cl!eer for only TEN CENTS per
word in the Daily Lobo's Yule Log section. Personal
messages only.
12/7
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25 Scottish river
26 Cottages
27 Sibilate
28 Norms
29 Contrary
30 Border
32 BUQS 33 Secret agent
34 Kind
35 Roosts
37 Composed
40 Collects
41 Pens

42 North 43 Large tank
45 That girl
46 Apple acid
47 Please rnuch
48 Routines
49 Big teeth
51 Strike
53 Foot part
54 Celtic
56 That chap
57 Rock
59 Swan

